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CBAP.rER 1 
HIS'.OORY .liD IlffRODUC'J!ION 
The United States Government has often been described as the 
world's largest, richest, and most active business organization. Acting 
in this capacity, it has over the years seen tit to make contractual ar-
rangements with numerous private concerns. 
Although in theory there should be no difference, Government 
contracts should not be compared to agreements between two private compa-
nies. Legal principles indicate that the Government, when acting in 
this capacity, has no more rights than do individualsj in tact, it can 
be sued and held tor contractual failures as can anyone else. The cold, 
hard f'acts of lif'e, however, minimize these legal points. The lovern-
ment in many instances operates as a complete monopoly. It tends to buy 
in huge quantities and in certain areas is the sole customer of' a mar-
ket. As such, it can pretty well dictate its own terms with the private 
manuf'acturers who are dependent upon the business. It should be stated 
that the Government makes the most of' this position and its inherent 
power. It seta standards above the ordinaryj it demands records in f'ar 
more detail than the average company would expect to keep for its own 
purposesj and it reserves the right to cancel or abridge the contracts 
if' it f'eels conditions warrant. In spite of these strict and arbitrary 
policies, some companies rely exclusively on Government contracts tor 
their i1Ye~odj numerous others have a great percentage of their busi-
ness in Government work. 
Today, in a time of' cold war peace, and great scientific 
achievements, Government contracts are abundant. Two major types stand 
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out: Fixed Price and Cost plus Fixed Fee. This thesis is concerned with 
aspects of the latter. 
Cost plus fixed fee (CPFF) contracts have gone through an evo-
lution dating back to the First World War when their ancestors were the 
subject of mueh scorn and abuse froa both sides of the fence. At this 
time 1 cost plus percentage fee contracts were provided for in the Na-
tional Defense Act of 1916. They provided for recovery of all costs plus 
a percentage of these same costs as profit. The idea at the time vas to 
limit the amount of profit which could be made on emergency war expendi-
tures by sidestepping the competitive awards which were the prevailing 
form of contract at the tiae. 
It vas felt that many contractors operating under this old 
system underbid to get the contract in the first place. To make up for 
this act, cheap, unskilled labor and poor quality materials would then 
be used to provide a sizeable profit for the entrepreneur. With the ad-
vent of cost recovery type contracts, however 1 the hope vas that the 
contractors would use the best material and quality personnel in order 
to quickly and efficiently produce the urgently needed articles. There 
would be no incentive to use second-grade labor and materials. All costs 
including overhead could be recovered in any event along with a reason-
able profit. 
These hopes were dooaed to failure because the Government had 
no recognized controls over the accounting for such contracts. Operat-
ing under the conditions Qf the percentage fee contracts 1 the temptation 
was great to pad the claims and thus the profit. Although the margin 
was limited, the amounts were not, and many businessmen took advantage 
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of the terms and the Government's lac~ of definite cost principles. The 
contracts also provided no incentive tor cost control and did not re-
ward efficiency. Instead, the reverse was true, and those who profited 
the most were either unscrupulous or inefficient. 
In the period between the two great wars 1 the Government banned 
the cost plus percentage tee type contracts in a number of areas. Acts 
ot Congress as well as depa.rtaental orders were aimed at the obvious 
abuses. The most important step forward, however, was taken when Treas-
ury Decision 5000 was promulgated. Although this measure was suspended 
by the Second Revenue Act of 1940, its pronouncements lived on and were 
used as the basis tor future Defense contracts. 
The well known "Green Book" published by the Government Print-
ing Office in April, 1942, is a detailed explanation of the Decision. 
It explores the various allowable and unallowable costs as set forth in 
the Decision and states general rules as to contract cost principles. 
At the present time, the Department of Defense consolidates its objec-
tives and principles in the "Armed Services Procurement Regulations" 
{ASPR) 1 which is very similar to the "Green Book." This is the stand-
ard, today, by which CPFF and Fixed Price contracts are written. 
One such CPFF contract is between the Department of Defense 
and !he Martin Company of Orlando, Florida, the country's largest de-
signer and producer of military missiles. Carrying identification num-
ber DA-01·099-0RD-634, this agreement names Martin as the prime contractor 
for the Army's new two-stage ballistic missile - The Pershing. It fur-
ther authorized The Martin Company to subcontract for different phases 
of the project. 
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In the spring of 1958, after lengthy negotiations, the award 
for the inertial guidance system of the weapon went to the Eclipse-
Pioneer division of the Bendix Corporation. At this time, the latter 
organization set up a complete organization within the division to handle 
the contract. In this way, the Pershing Cost Analysis department was 
born to record and report financial data to The Martin Company. 
Since that time, the proJect has grown tremendously. The Per-
shing Missile has been test fired and, from reports, performed credit-
ably in all seven attempts. Similarly the proJect at Eclipse -Pioneer has 
grown in size and assumed an important place in the division's profit 
structure. This growth can best be seen by the fac:t. that the original 
contract, A-28001 or Round Buy lfo. 1, has been supplemented by A-28013 
and A-28018 denoting Round Buy lfos. 2 and 3 respectively. 
During this time the Pershing Cost Analysis department has had 
to change its procedures to keep up with the rapid progress and increased 
volume. Procedures once considered satisfactory have been scrapped and 
new ones devised to facilitate the handling of financial data of all 
sorts. As the proJect's representative in the division's accounting or-
ganization, the department handles varied aspects of normal accounting 
functions as well as special CPFF ones. Being the first section of' its 
kind in the division, it had to feel its way along at first in order to 
set up methods acceptable to the division, Martin, and the Army Audit 
Agency. 
With Defense contracts booming in these times and the threat 
of war hanging over the country, CPFF contracts have taken on an added 
significance. These contracts are designed primarily for experimental 
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type operations; operations in which neither the Government nor the eon-
tractor can predetel'lline what the final cost of design and production 
will be. They will be increasingly more important in the future as the 
United States •seps up the race with the Soviet Union for missile and 
space supremacy. Private manufacturers cannot be expected to enter into 
such hazardous proJects without Governmental assurance that costs will 
be recovered and a fair profit earned. The Govermnent and the public re-
alize that they must pay the way for such necessary operations; the 
fomer does so directly, while ultimately the latter assumes the cost 
in the fol'll of taxes. Put in other tel'llS, CPFF type contracts, unavoid-
able in the country's current status, are bound to play a large role in 
the nation's expenditures. 
The Defense Department, realizing past abuses of cost recovery 
contracts, has set up strict procedures in determination of costs to be 
reimbursed. It demands that contractors have adequate cost systems 
which are easily auditable. (Contractors, as used above, of course, re-
fers to subcontractors engaged in Defense operations as well as the 
prime contractors.) Furthermore, it defines allowable and unallowable 
costs for recovery purposes. 
The Pershing ProJect, like the guidance system it designs and 
produces, is experimental. It was set up by Eclipse-Pioneer management 
in order to better insure controls and attention to the operations. As 
such, its methods, procedures, and results are under close scrutiny to 
detel'lline their effectiveness. Pershing Accounting is no different from 
the other sections in the proJect. If successful, its experience will 
undoubtedly be used as a guide in the tuture. 
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In the course of investigation, a definite lack of published 
material on em accounting has been revealed. Accounting textbooks 
which cover many specialized problems carry no mention of em' contrasts. 
Reference books on war and Defense contracts, insignificant in number, 
disregard the practical financial aspects ot prtmary interest to account-
ants. One notable exception to this statement is the "Accounting Guide 
for Defense Contracts," written by Paul M. Trueger, C.P.A. The demand 
tor such literature has been so great that the third edition ot this 
comprehensive guide, published in 1960, contained about twice as many 
pages as the original which first appeared in 1953. 
The ~se of this thesis, then, is to describe and evaluate 
the organization, methods 1 and procedures utilized in CPFF accounting tor 
the Pershing project. As such, the paper will be a practical study as 
opposed to a theoretical one. It is to record the actual functions as 
they exist in operation and to show how the basic em problems are met. 
Naturally, the contributions of the Pershing Cost Analysis department 
will be featured predominantly. The work of other sections will be con-
sidered, nevertheless, when their efforts are directed toward Pershing 
em activity. 
The method ot approach in the thesis is straightforward. It 
is ot paramount importance that the reader have a background of the ac-
counting organization and system used at Eclipse-Pioneer. This is, after 
all, the framework within which the functions are performed. In this 
same vein, a summary of the departments included in the Pershing project 
are considered. It is to such sections that the accounting contribu-
tions flow. The main part of the thesis, however, is concerned with the 
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actual operations and their results. The subsections of Pershing Account-
ing are analyzed in order to ascertain their responsibilities and the 
methods employed in compiling data. The month-end closing is studied in 
detail. Special CPFF topics such as funding and the Reserve for Price 
Adjustment are considered along with forecasting, reporting, and invoic-
ing duties performed by the Pershing Cost Analysis department. Finally 
an attempt will be made to summarize and evaluate the topics considered. 
Illustrations and examples when applicable will be used to 
document the COllllllentary. Such illustrations will be concerned with only 
one contract, A-28001. Although each contract is handled individually, 
the forms 1 methods 1 procedures 1 and theories behind each are identical. 
It is necessary to state the several conditions under which 
this thesis was written. Because it is an actual, contemporary study, 
approval for such an undertaking was requested of' Ecli'pse-Pioneer Ac-
counting management 1 The Martin Compaey 1 and the Pershing Administration. 
Authorization was granted, but restrictions were imposed. Naturally, 
confidential information is excluded. This includes not only that data 
classified for national defense purposes, but also company classified 
information. Included in this latter category are such items as burden 
rates and the formulas used for deriving them, markup percentages 1 and 
pricing formulas. Acutal information applying to price renegotiations 
was likewise considered beyond the scope of' the thesis. Although it is 
allowable to state in general terms provisions of the several contracts 1 
it is not permissible to directly quote or include actual amounts named 
by these documents. 
Permission, however 1 was granted to invent burden and other 
rates in order to implement the illustrations and discussion. It is 
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important to stress that all rates and figures used in the illustrations 
and elsewhere are purely fictitious and bear no resemblance to the ac-
tuals. 
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CBAPfER 2 
ECLIPSE -PIONEERD ;;;.;I;;;.;VI=SI;;,;;O~I OF THE_ BEBDIX CORPORATION 
One of Bendix Corporation's twenty-five domestic divisions is 
located in Teterboro, lew Jersey, a scantly populated but highly indus-
trialized community. Occupying three plants and a foundry, Eclipse-
Pioneer employs approximately 9,700 people and produces such electronic 
~ls as automatic flight control systems, navigational computers 1 
and radar antenna devices along with the Pershing Missile's inertial 
guidance system. 
ACCOUlffiii} ORGANIZATION 
The division's accounting organization is not unlike that of 
other large corporations. The comptroller has a staff of six major de~ 
partment heads who report directly and act as advisors on their indi-
vidual specialties. Subdivided beneath these gentlemen are the actual 
accounting sections, each headed by a supervisor. These various sections 
are responsible for a specific portion of the work load, and the person-
nel have well-defined duties within their individual areas. 
-Chart No. I shows in graphic form the breakdown of the sea-
tions with which the Pershing Cost Analysis Department has constant re-
lations. It should be remem.bered that the chart does not show the entire 
Eclipse-Pioneer Accounting structure; sections such as "Consignment Ac-
counting," "Factory Auditing," and "Production Tabulating" have-': been 
omitted for the reason that they do not deal with the Pershing Project 
to any sizeable degree. Although many of the titles of the several sec-
tions are self-explanatory, a brief description of the duties of each as 
15 
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CHART NO. I 
~ 
they relate to Pershing Accounting follow. 
ACCOUITS RECEIVABLE -All invoices prepared for delivery to 
The Martin Company are typed in this section. A record is kept of each 
invoice, and as payment is received, Pershing Accounting is notified. 
A copy of all funding* sheets released by the Pershing Sales Office are 
received in this section, and their amounts are reconciled with Per-
shing1s. Journal entries are prepared each month, dispersing the billed 
amounts to applicable accounts. 
ACCOUiffS PAYABLE - All Eclipse-Pioneer purchase orders, re-
ceiving reports, and other standard forms dealing with the outside vend-
ors pass through Accounts Payable. Vouchers and checks, along with 
adjusting debit and credit memos, are prepared by this section. Files 
are maintained with all of the above-mentioned forms. Copies of all 
Pershing invoices and debit and eredit memos are passed on to Pershing 
Accounting tor inspection and use. It is in this department that 
Journal Entry No. 1, the Voucher Register, is prepared. 
CASHIER - As indicated by the title, the Cashier's office 
handles all incoming and outgoing petty cash 1 tems. Expense reports 
are submitted to this office, and it is from this data that Pershing 
Accounting receives a weekly report of all travel and subsistence 
charges to the proJect. Eventually all petty cash items are summarized 
and submitted to General Accounting for Journalization. 
PAYROLL - With the innovation of tabulating machines in re-
cent years, the old-fashioned picture of a gray-haired, green-eye-shaded 
paymaster sorting greenbacks into individual envelopes has vanished 
*For a discussion of "funding," refer to Chapter 5. 
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~srpma.the scene ••• such has been the case at Eclipse-Pioneer. No longer 
does this office have to accumulate and distribUte labor charges manu-
ally; the likes of computers and calculators have undertaken this re-
sponsibility. The Payroll Department, nevertheless, still is an 
tmportant component of the division. It remains the source of informa-
tion which, for one reason or another, cioes n.ot appear on tab runs. 
Pershing Accounting is in constant communication with this office for 
data such as the weekly census, guard service charges, and individual 
pay rates for use in pricing overttme hours. 
COST ABALYSIS - Manufacturing concerns the size of Eclipse-
Pioneer need a large cost department. There are, in fact, three sec-
tiona, each responsible for a part of the tremendous volume to be 
accounted for. Of the three, however, only the Cost Analysis section 
has more than paasing relations with Pershing Accounting. 
The main function of the Cost Analysis section is to keep 
factory costs equal to a standard. For this task labor values are sup-
plied by Timestudy, and material standards are recompated every three 
months by striking an average. 
Cost Analysis' contributions to Pershing result from work 
with these standards. Requisitions for all raw material to be used on 
standard parts pass through this section. Those with Pershing accounts 
are priced and passed on to Pershing Accounting where they are journal-
ized and then billed to !he Martin Company. 
BUDGETS - The main function of the Budget section is to assem-
ble the divisional forecast and subsequently advise Engineering and Pro-
ductive Management of their actual expenditures for comparison purposes. 
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In performance of this duty, the Budget section keeps close surveillance 
on the various accounts charged daily. It is through this offshoot of 
their foremost responsibility that they come into contact with Pershing 
Accounting. 
Each week while assembling the data for the Pershing Weekly 
Expenditure Report, Pershing's tabulating representative usually comes 
across some charges to accounts for which they have no master cards. A 
list of these accounts is submitted to the Budget office so that cor-
rections can be made, and the effort distributed properly. 
GEJIEBAL ACCOUITIRG and GEIERAL !EDGER - It is difficult, if 
not :lmposs ible 1 to distinguish between these two sections. Physically 
they are situated as a unit, and their basic job responsibilities are 
similar. In theory, perhaps they have different functions; but for our 
practical purposes in this thesis, they will be treated as one section 
and referred to as "General Accounting." To this section falls the re-
sponsibility of closing the l'livision's books each month. Chal'pl from 
prelilainary journal entries 1 prepared in many accounting sections, are 
accUDlulated1 posted to the general and expense ledgers, and then further 
dispersed to their separate destinations by way of final closing entries 
prepared by this group. '!'he ledgers are closed and summarized, and a 
preli:m.inary profit and loss statement is prepared to give management an 
early look at the month's figures. Toward the end of each month miscel-
laneous reports are prepared by this section, but the department's main 
function is to conduct an orderly closing of the books. 
ACCOtmTIBl T.ABULATIH:t - No worldly invention has been of more 
assistance to accountants than tabulating machines. Much of the tedious, 
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time-consllll1ing detail of accumulating charges has been eliminated since 
these mechanical minds were brought into large and small companies. 
The Eclipse-Pioneer Tabulating Department is divided into two sections--
Accounting alld Production. While the Production section is of much 
value to the division, it is not utilized by Pershing Accounting to any 
appreciable degree; its main function is to keep a perpetual inventory. 
Accounting Tabulating, on the other,hand, plays a large role in the de-
partment's everyday lite. Without it, the volume of work would be 
staggering; reports would be late and often inaccurate. The section • s 
many contributions are too numerous to mention in this review. Refer-
ence will be made, however, frequently throughout this thesis. 
Pershing Accounting is fortunate to have its own contingent 
in the divisional dep&rtment. Three IBM operators and two card punchers 
devote their time and effort exclusively to the project. Because of 
this fact, their duties and responsibilities will be discussed with 
those of Pershing Accounting. 
CPFF COITBACTS: Mr. E. Hayes - A specialist on CPFF Con-
tracts, Price Renegotiation, and the determination of burden rates, 
Mr. Hayes is responsible for Pershing's financial policy. In addition, 
he is Eclipse-Pioneer's chief negotiator with The Martin Company and 
Govel"DIIlent representatives on the subject of interim billing burden 
rates. His office also authorizes standard booking rates for divisional 
use and reserve rates* for CPFF departaents. 
CPFF ASSIS'r.AIT: Mr. T. Stevens - Connected with Pershing Ac-
counting as Mr. Hayes' assistant on CPFF matters, Mr. Stevens is also 
*For a discussion of the Reserve for Price Adjustment, refer to Chapter 5. 
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supervisor of an accounting section designed to fit the needs of "Fixed 
Price" accounting. 
CP!T BILLIIIG - Strictly speaking, this section has the re-
sponsibility to invoice all Eclipse-Pioneer CPF.F Contracts. For prac-
tical purposes, however, Pershing Accounting has taken over the job of 
preparing Factory Effort and Fixed Fee invoices, leaving the Billing 
section with the remaining Engineering, 'fooling, and Special Services 
invoices. Although its title tmplies only invoicing functions, the 
CPF.F Billing section complements Pershing Accounting in many ways. It 
independently reconciles the Pershing Receivable account, prepares En-
gineering, Fixed Fee, and Reserve Journal Entries and, in general, serves 
as a check on Pershing activities. In addition to Pershing duties, this 
section undertakes siailar responsibilities for Fixed Price contncts 
and solely handles smaller CPF.F contracts. 
S~IS'fiCAL ACCOUI!IBG -Working quietly behind the scenes, 
Statistical's contributions to the Pershing Project generally go unno-
ticed by the casual observer. 'fhe department's main function is to 
analyze the 110nthly actual costs and, by surprisingly simple formulas, 
to arrive at monthly and cuaaulative actual burden rates. Subsequently 
these figures are the basis for Standard and Reserve rates released by 
Mr. Hayes and negotiations of CPFF interim billing rates. A journal 
entry is prepared each month to adjust Pershing1s Cost of Sales to ac-
. tual on the basis of this same analysis. 
A detailed monthly P;ofit Study is undertaken by Statistical 
Accounting. This analysis, by product, is for divisional and central 
otf'ice 11l8.Dageaent. Pershing Accounting assists in this task by submit-
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ting a Pershing Profit and Loss Statement by engineering and production 
categories vhieh is included in the final published report. 
PERSBJJIJ11S ~ANALYSIS DEP.ARrMD'f - Operating as a complete 
accounting organization, Pershing Accounting relies on all of the afore-
mentioned departments for specialized services and data. Conversely 1 
Pershing serves as a source of iBtormation to those departments which 
handle charges along with other Eclipse-Pioneer efforts. 
ACCOUITIRG SYSTEM 
In order to identify Pershing, as well as other efforts, 
Eclipse-Pioneer has set up a vast system of accounts designed to accept 
all possible types of charges. As part of the division, Pershing has 
been assigned certain blocks within these accounts for their specific 
use. 
This thesis will refer to two kinds of accounts. The tint is 
the account charged by journal entries and recorded in the general and 
expense ledgers (i.e. Sales, Manufacturing Expense, etc. accounts). The 
second is actually a finer breakdown of the first type of account. In 
essence, it is a job order nUIIlber. An employee working on a specific 
job will charge a certain account which has been specifically set up to 
accumulate the costs of that one Job. Once accumulated, these charges 
will ~oin other costs of similar jobs and be charged to an appropriate 
ledger account. It is with this second type of account that we are now 
concerned. 
Before an account can be opened to accept charges 1 a sales 
order must be released for it. This is true not only for Pershing, but 
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for the entire division. A sales order by definition is an authoriza-
tion by management to commence operationa on a specific job or assign-
ment. In the case of regular Eclipse-Pioneer effort, this would mean 
that an order has been placed for a certain item. A specific amount of 
money has been either pledged or paid to cover the activity. In the 
Pershing area, it would indicate that the Pershing sales office has al-
located a specific amount from the total funded by The Martin Company 
for a definite operation. Depending upon the classification of the work 
to be perto:rmed, one of the several types of accounts is opened to ac-
cumulate the applicable charges. The next section describes the dif-
ferent accounts and their uses. 
EJGIIIEER!lil PROJECfS - Pershing activity in this field is 
confined to three distinctive types of accounts, although the Division 
has many more for its varied uses. 
l. FF Accounts are opened to accumulate costs of em' Engi-
neering activity for engineering purposes. The emphasis on the words 
"engineering purposes" is crucial because, as shall be shown, Engineer-
ing personnel also perform work for Production and Test Equipment pro-
jects. The Division has other accounts which are also considered pure 
engineering. The prefix "FF 1 " however, designates the projects charged 
as "paid" as opposed to "expensed"* jobs without further reference. 
Pershing has been assigned the 50000 to 59999 block of FF ac-
counts. The Pershing Sales office releases sub-blocks to Engineering 
management with each Engineering sales order issued. As a specific 
phase of the project is begun, Engineering management will open one of 
these accounts to accept its charges. 
*The costs of "expensed" jobs are absorbed by the division. 
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;.. 
Au Engineering Project Order sheet is the means by which Per-
shing Accounting is notified of this last act. Signed by appropriate 
authority the release ;Lists the following information;. Explanations 
and examples are included to clarify the brief terms actually used. It 
should be remembered that this form is used for all Engineering accounts, 
not just those affecting Pershing. 
A. Account (to be charged - FF 53201). 
B. Department (respollSible for the completion 
of the Job - 7331). 
C. Code (Accounting code to identify all of 
the phases of one sales order for summary 
tab run purposes - 920) • 
D. Expeue or Paid (the cost basis of the 
project -Cost Plus). 
E. Customer (The Martin Company). 
F. Contract (DA-01-009-0BD-634). 
G. Sales Order (under which the account is 
released- l-55402). 
H. Account reference (FF 53201). 
I. Estill& ted Expense (to COilplete this phase 
of the proJect - $10,000.00). 
J. Description (of work to be performed) • 
K. Date issued. 
L. Date to be com.pleted. 
2. EP Accounts are charged for operations performed by engi-
neers for production purposes within Pershing activity. Such a situation 
usually initiates with a request for assistance by Production manage-
ment. Instead of charging a Production account directly, the engineers 
will charge an EP so that total engineering activity is identifiabJ9·. 
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The EP account will always refer to another account for final distribu-
tion. 
Annexcellent example of how EP's function can be illustrated 
by no1'188J. divisional use: In contrast to the Persing situation, regu-
lar EP's may be charged for work clone for the Sales office, Production, 
or Engineering iteelt. In tbese instances, reference would be made to 
a selling, manutac:t;uring, or engineering expense account, and the 
charges would eventually be forwarded approximately after identifica-
tion as Engineering effort. 
Unlike theW accounts which Pershing controls, EP's are 
opened arbitrarily by Engineering management. The 19000 to 19999 block 
of accounts has been restricted to Pershing activity by the Budgeting 
office. However, uo control over sub-blocks within this range exists. 
ProJects are released in uumerical sequence regardless of the sales 
order to which they refer. This has made 4ifficult the task of accumu-
lating the charges applicable to one sales order because ot the lack of 
logic or order to the accounts released. 
The release itselt is on the same form which was described in 
connection with JF accounts. Only these distinctions need to be made: 
1. The account to be charged would of course 
be an EP such as 19124 (A above) • 
2. While accounting codes for IF's differenti-
ate between sales orders, all Pershing EP's are 
coded identically- 410 (C above). 
3. The account reference is to a Production ac-
count such as POP 35001 (H above) • 
MB Accounts, while considered in the Engineering classifica-
tion, are actually designed for Test Equipaent proJects. The fact is, 
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nevertheless 1 that "eagineeriD8" personnel perform the operations. 
In reference to the FF and EP accounts 1 only' the regular En-
gineeriD8 (7000) departments were concerned. ~est Equipment (1800) de-
partments 1 however 1 have eagineering peraonnel of their own. In de-
scribiD8 MB 1s then, a distinction must 'be made between the two. Test 
Equipment eagineers normally charge MB accounts 1 just as regular efl8i-
neers routinely charge FF's. At ti.aes 1 however, regular eagineers will 
be requested to work on Test Equipment projects. Accorclifl8 to current 
practice 1 they also will charge the same MB accounts. For this reason, 
all MB activity is considered as engineering and with its FF and EP 
sisters is identified as such. 
Pershing's 7000 series of MB 1s are opened in a manner identi-
cal to that described tor PF's. The Pershing Sales office releases sub-
blocks to Test Equipment management when sales orders are issued. The 
latter 1 in turn, opens a specific account as the need dictates. While 
a different form is employed tor this order, the data contained is stai-
lar in most respects. 
FACTORY EFFOR'f -Direct factory expenditures are accumulated 
in the 76 (material) and 77 (labor) 1 general ledger accounts. For Per-
shing operations two different subabeounts are actively used. 
1. Production Order (POP) Accountsrxare issued by Persing 
Plannifl8 tor a production miscellaneous or experimental job. Usually 
they are opened tor handmade operations where no assembly is performed. 
The aforementioned EP's always refer to a POP; in this way they are re-
classified as productive activity after their initial identification with 
total Engineerifl8 imput. 
When Pershing Planning needs a new POP to charge, it consults 
the list of blocks supplied by the Pershing Sales office. These blocks 
refer to various productive sales orders. An appropriate account is 
selected and the actual opening is accomplished on a "Restricted Work 
Order" form. This sheet will detail the subaccount issued, identifying 
number, quantity, and description of the part to be manufactured and 
the ledger account to be charged. With 40,000 POP's available (i.e. 
from 10000 to 49999) 1 much detail can be identified by sagacious re-
leasing of these accounts. 
2. Shop Orders - Similar to a POP in that both are factory 
accounts, shop orders are released for jobs that require specific op-
erations in assembly. For example, in order to produce a component of 
the guidance system, one part may have to be worked on in several dif-
ferent areas (i.e. machining, drilling, polishing, etc.) before it can 
join another part in assembly. These operations and the fact that the 
final destination is assembly distinguish the shop order from a POP. 
Many times a POP will be released when a job is pertomed for the first 
time; a shop order will then be opened tor the same job on an assembly 
basis. 
They are released in a manner reminiscent of that employed 
for FF's. Pershing Planning has a sub-block assigned from the Sales 
office for each particular assembly. Different phases of this assembly 
are thus identified by the shop order released. The actual form used 
is called a "shop order release," and it carries the same intomation 
as a restricted work order. Again for identification purposes, a large 
block of 100,000 numbers ( 6ooooo to 699999) is restricted for Pershing 
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activity. 
Although not classified. in the same manner that POP's and 
shop orders are 1 Product codes are also used to identify factory charges 
to the 76 and 77 accounts. 
Eclipse-Pioneer has many!items in production, and all are 
charged to the 76 and 77 accounts; similarly Pershing has three differ-
ent contracts at the present time and segregation of the charges is es-
sential. For this reason, product codes have been assigned to various 
Production activity. Pershing has product codes 111 121 and 13. (each 
referring to a separate contract) while product oQde 71 indicates raw 
material stores 1 22 denotes finished parts stores 1 etc. 
On its special labor and material tab runs, Pershing account-
ants see the POP aDd/or shop order eharged. For Pershing purposes, then 
it is not vital that the product code be listed. The specified con-
tract can be identified from the subaccount ntm1ber given. Ge.eral Ac-
counting, however, is not given as much detail. For this section, the 
subaccounts are summarized by product code, and it is from this refer-
ence that charges are booked by contract. 
TOOLim -Throughout the division, work performed on Tooling 
projects is charged to SB accounts. These differ from the previously 
discussed Engineering and Factory accounts in that they ultimately re-
fer to a capital asset ledger account. Pershing tools, however, are on 
a "surrenderable" basis. This means that on demand all blue prints, 
operation sheets, and the tools themselves must be turned over to The 
Martin Compa~. Conespondingly 1 of course, no Pershing tool charges 
remain in the asset account; they are billed monthly to Martin. 
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Tooling management has been assigned the block of Pershing SB 
numbers from 100 to 200. With the release of a sales order, a single SB 
is opened to accept charges on the entire operation called for in the 
order. Pershing Accounting is notified by a "Tool Budget Release" 
which carries the following information: 
1. Account number to be charged. 
2. Sales order reference. 
3. Estimated expenditures. 
4. Description of the Job. 
5. Amortization schedule. This schedule is 
included for those tools classified as 
"nonsurrenderable" and which remain as 
assets of the division. For Pershing 
tools, this section is left blank. 
6. Authorizing signatures. 
~ EQUI:EKD'.f - Classified with tools as a capital asset, 
'fest Equipnent receives similar authorizatien. An SB budget is set up 
for internal purposes, but it does not directly recieve charges. In-
stead MB's are utilized, along with POP accounts for production labor 
and material. 
SPECIAL SERVICES - In order to support and service the Engi-
neering and direct and indirect productive departments, Special Services 
sections have been set up for the Pershing project. Departments such 
as Sales, .Accounting, Purchasing, etc. are in this category. All per-
sonnel concerned work entirely on the project and their expenses are 
charged directly to it. Therefore, it has not been necessary to set up 
subaccounts in order to identify their costs. These expenditures are 
accumulated directly in the 1200 General Ledger expense account. 
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ELEMEftSOFCOST 
------
It is necessary for the reader to understand how the differ-
ent elements of cost are reeorded. As a start, we have seen the several 
accounts used for Pershing activity. A brief description of how the 
accounts are charged, and the procedures behind Pershing accounting 
records is therefore warranted. 
MA!ERIAL -For the purposes of this thesis, material can be 
subdivided into two categories: (l) material purchased specifically 
for use on the Pershing project from outside vendors and (2) material 
requisitioned for Pershing activity from within the division. 
l. Material purchased specifically for ~ Pershing project. 
After the Pershing Planning department determines a need for a particu-
lar item the following steps are taken: 
A. A blue (to denote Pershing) purchase requisiti9n is sub-
mitted to Pershing Purchasing's chief buyer. He will, t.n turn, pass it 
on to the buyer who specializes in the commodity called for. 
B. After logging in the requisition to show the requisition 
number, part number, description, buyer, and date of requisition, the 
buyer will request a quotation from several vendors. Negotiations fol-
low,; a vendor is selected. A six-copy purchase order is typed and dis-
tributed to Pershing Accounting, Plauning, Purchasing, Accounts Payable, 
and the Receiving room. This purchase order, among other things, will 
show the following information: 
l. Purchase order nllllber (prepared in advance 
for control purposes). 
2. Bame, address, and vendor code of vendor. 
3. Part number of item to be purchased (if any) • 
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1!.. Description of item. 
5. Quantity of iteas ordered. 
6. Unit price. 
7. Account number to be charged {FF 1 EP 1 POP 1 etc •) ~ 
8. Buyer. 
C. After placing the order the buyer will complete the log 
book to indicate the purchase order nuaber1 account to be charged, 
vendor, and date of purchase order. He will then turn over responsi-
bility to his expediter who follows up the order until it has been re-
ceived and accepted. 
D. When received, a preliminary inspection is performed at 
the receiving station. Receiving reports are distributed to the same 
offices which received the ortginal purchase order. The merchandise is 
then moved to a Pershing storage area to await its destiny. 
E. Upon receipt of the vendor's invoice in Accounts Payable, 
this document is compared with the purchase order and receiving report. 
The appropriate account number is manually posted on the invod.ce; it is 
vouchered by preparation of a check and then filed. 
F. A "Voucher Distribution List" is prepared in Accounts Pay-
able by an operator using a combination typewriter and adding machine. 
Referred to as a "tape," the voucher distribution list details the voucher 
number, account number charged, and the amount paid. Along with a copy 
of each Pershing invoice, this tape is passed on to Pershing Accounting 
for inspection. The invoices are filed; the tapes are examined and then 
returned to Accounts Payable. Subseq~ently 1 they will be submitted to 
Accounting Tabulating where IBM cards will be punched to form the sub-
stance of the Voucher Register Tab Run from which Journal Entry No. l 
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is prepared. 
The above illustrates how the oormal purchases are accounted 
for. There are instances, however, when irregularities occur; provi-
sions have been made to expedite their handling. 
Purchase order supplements are issued by Pershing Purchasing 
to modify or eliminate the original purchase order. They travel the 
regular route of' the original. 
If the items ordered do not pass the preliminary inspection 
at the receiving station, they can be handled in one of two ways: ( 1) 
They will be returned to the vendor and the purchase order canceled by 
a supplement. (2) They will be accepted and the invoice received will 
be adjusted by a debit !!!!2. prepared by Accounts Payable. Usually in a 
ease such as this, the items are reworked by Eclipse-Pioneer's own em-
ployees to bring them up to acceptable standards. 
Under- or over-shipments froa the vendor, when accepted, are 
adjusted by a debit or credit memo, respectively, if the invoice fails 
to give recognition to the quantity actually shipped. Debit memos are 
also issued to adjust amounts paid to vendors for material which passed 
the preliminary receiving inspection but which is later found to be under 
the standards called for. 
Occasionally it becomes desirable to send material already in 
Pershing stock ro011l8 to outside vendors for additional refinement. The 
material so moved is controlled by a material transfer order and handled 
as a regular purchase order. The material transfer order will, in addi-
tion, detail the parts which have lett the premisis and the expected work 
to be performed. 
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2. Material requisitioned tor Pershing activity from within 
l 
~ division. The aforementioned purchases, made specifically for the 
project, usually are for finished or semi-finished parts. There is 
need, however, for different sources of material. In Pershing opera-
tiona this material is dispersed from the following areas: 
A. ~clipse-Pioueer raw material and parts stores 
to Pershing Production. 
B. Pershing Engineering to Pershing Production. 
C. Pershing Production to Pershing Engineering 
and Tooling. 
D. Miscellaneous transfers between Contracts 
aDd Sales Orders within Contracts. 
In all of these cases a store's requisition is used to author-
ize and record the transfer. NickD.alled a "green requisition" because 
ot the color of the copy forwarded to Pershing Accounting, this slip 
carries the following information: 
A. Requisition number. 
B. Account charged. 
c. Account credited. 
D. Quantity requisitioned. 
E. Part number (if aey) and description of 
item requisitioned. 
F. Signatures of the persons requisitioning, 
dispersing, receiving, and approving the 
transfer. 
A green requisition also has space tor the cost to be re-
corded. Three different pricing procedures are followed tor Pershing 
transfers: 
A. The requisitions from Eclipse-Pioneer stores are forwarded 
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to Pershing Accounting from the division's Cost Analysis department. 
Here they have been priced at standard base cost. Pershing accountants 
factor these amounts at standard booking rates tor journalization and 
negotiated rates tor billing. 
B. Pershing Accounting receives the requisitions tor trans-
fers from engineering to production from the Pershing Planning office. 
As no costs have been entered, they are sent to Pershing Cost Estimat-
ing tor pricing. When returned, the base costs are extended at nego-
tiated billing rates, journalized, and invoiced. 
C. and D. Pershing Planning also is the source from which 
Pershing Accounting receives the requisitions tor transfers from pro-
duction to engineering, tooling, and between individual projects in pro-
duction. They are priced at actual base cost as recorded by Pershing 
accountants, extended, journalized, and subse,uently billed at nego-
tiated rates. 
LABOR - Basically labor charges to the Pershing project can 
be categorized into three groups: (l) hourly labor, (2) time sheet 
salary labor, and (3) special services labor. 
l. Hourly labor. Hourly personnel form the great bulk of 
factory labor. They are also active in some Engineering classifica-
tions (laboratory and experillental shop) as well as on Tooling and Test 
Equipment budgets. 
All of these hourly employees punch time clocks when entering 
or leaving the plant. In 144ition, they are required to make out sepa-
rate labor tickets tor each job that they work on. These tickets carry 
the following information: 
A. Employee number. 
B. Hours worked on particular job. 
C. Part number of item worked on (if' any) • 
' 
D. Operation number of job performed (if any) • 
E. Account charged. 
The tickets are verified and signed by a timekeeper who com-
pares them to the employee 1s clock card to make sure that all time is 
correctly accounted for. Natusally1 the employee is only paid f'or those 
hours he actually worked. Daily, the labor tickets are forwarded to 
Accounting Tabulating, and the data is punched into IBM cards. Tabula-
ting has a master card for each employee with his rate of' pay on it. 
These masters are sorted, run with the individual labor tickets 1 the lTe 
hourly rate is punched into each card, and the total cost of each job 
is extended. By these means, a daily hourly labor distribution is pre-
pared. The cards also become the basis of weekly and monthly summaries 
of the payroll distribution. 
Cards charging Pershing POP's and shop orders are loaned to 
Pershing's Tabulating representative who, by machine, copies the infor-
mation into new cards. In this way, detail information on direct facto;:r 
labor becomes available exclusively to Pershing in the form of' a com-
plete monthly hourly direct labor tab run. 
2. Time sheet salary labor. Much the same altbtion is 
found with this class of employees as was illustrated in the previous 
section. A f'ew deviations are noteworthy, however. Salary personnel 
make out their time sheets on a weekly instead of a daily basis. This 
rule is altered when the month ends on a working day other than Friday; 
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in such a case, two time sheets would be made out tor the same week. 
'!'he first would include the last days of the old month; the second, the 
first days of the new one. Although this policy makes for double work 
in Payroll and Accounting Tabulating, it is necessary in order to cor-
rectly record the monthly charges. 
Time sheet salary employees are paid for idle time (i.e. time 
when no account is charged) • These charges, however, do not go against 
any project; instead, they are expensed. 
Master cards for these salaried employees are also kept by 
Accounting Tabulating, and distributions are prepared in the same man-
ner as that of the hourly. Because there are c0111paratively few time 
sheet employees, however, these distributions detail each account 
charged by employee number. 
3. Special services labor. Composed of both hourly and sal-
ary employees, special services personnel are not required to make out 
either labor tickets or time sheets. Their efforts are exclusively for 
the project and, as such, are charged to it in total. 
While it is important to know how the different classifica-
tions of labor are charged to the Pershing project, it is even more 
vital to understand the different categories that exist within the de-
partmental structure. 
Each Eclipse-Pioneer eaployee is assigned a number consisting 
of two uuf. \s. The first represents the department in which he works; 
the second is an index llUilber for individual identification. It is ap-
propriate at this time to list departments which are effected by 
Pershing operations. The usefUlness of this list will be quickly demon-
strated. 
1. 7000 departments - EDgineering. 
2. 2. 1800 departments - Tooling and Test Equipment. 
3. 100-999 departaents - Production. 
4. 4500 departments - Special Services. 
Disregarding Special Serriee labor, which is categorized sepa-
rately, these departments can be grouped into the following labor desig-
nations: (1) Engineering labor and (2) Production shop labor. 
1. Eyineering labor is considered to be any labor generated 
by a man from a 7000 department. For internal purposes, it is fUrther 
classified as: 
A. Engineering - Code "1" • 
B. Drafting - Code "2" • 
c. LLabcntory -Code "3". 
D. Experimental shop -Code "4". 
Identification of these internal classifications can be made 
on the basis of the last digit of the first unit of an employee's num-
ber. For example, 7802 would deDOte a draftsman; 7331, an engineer; and 
so forth. This is important for burden purposes because different rates 
are used for the various categories. 
2. Produc&ion shop labor is made up of all labor not con-
s ide red as Engineering. As the Engineering labor is coded "1 - 41 " 
Production shop labor carries code "5". 
This category takes in a large area and, at times, can be mis-
leading. For example, it was DOted previously that the 1800 department 
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internally classifies some of its employees as engineers, draftsmen, 
etc. For burden purposes, however, the 1800 Tooling and Test Equipment 
department is considered as Production shop. 
The regular factory labor centers such as 100, 400, 540, etc. 
are also naturally considered Production shop. 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS - The Armed Services Procurement Regula-
tions refer to direct cost as 
any cost which can be identified specifically with a 
particular cost obJective. Direct costs are not lim-
ited to items which are incorporated in the end product 
as material or labor. Costs identified specifically 
with the contract are direct costs of the contract and 
are to be charged directly thereto.l 
The bulk of direct costs, of course, are those incurred for 
material and labor. In addition Pershing Accounting considers two 
other items to be directly chargeable to the contract. 
1. Travel~ subsistence ex.peuse. Travel expense reports 
are prepared when lclipse -Pioneer personnel are engaged in Pershing lia-
son activity away from Teterboro. The maJority of such travel is done 
by engineers, sales, and administrative employees. The expense report, 
turned in at the Cashier's office, details the employee's name and num-
ber, account charged, purpose of the trip, and amount expended. These 
costs correctly are directly charged to the contract on Journal Entry 
No. 6. 
2. Premium Overtime E?Cpense. Govel'lllllent contracts generally 
prohibit premium overtime expense as an allowable cost unless prior au-
thorization has been give. For this reason, The Martin Company au-
thorizes a specific number o• overtime hours per month for Pershing 
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activity. Any expense resulting from additional overtime has be be 
absorbed by Ealipse-Pioneer. A lengthy discussion of the procedures 
used to determine the overtime expense allowable will be found in Chap-
ter 5. It will suffice at this tille to merely point out that such ex-
pense is an allowable direct cost and, as such, is charged to the con-
tract. 
IIDIRECT COSTS - Company policy prohibits a detailed discus-
sion of indirect costs and the methods by which they are allocated to 
the Pershing project. This is untortura.ate because it is a subject 
which could prove ver;y interesting if one were allowed to investigate 
fully. Regretfully 1 then, my remarks shall be confined to general 
statements of procedure. 
Indirect costs are those costs which cannot be specifically 
assigned to any one cost objective, and therefore, are allocated among 
the many by various means. In Pershing Accounting, indirect costs are 
charged to the contract in two ways: (l) a burden rate and (2) a gen-
eral and administrative expense rate. 
1. Burden. Pershing accountants have to deal with three 
different sets of burden rates. Standard rates are used for booking 
purposes, negotiated billing rates for invoicing, and reserve rates to 
adjust the sales account to actual. 
Standard rates used for booking purposes should not be con-
tused with rates used on a standard cost system. The only time Pershing 
comes into contact with standard cost is when material is requisitioned 
from Eclipse-Pioneer stock rooms. The material is priced by the Cost 
Analysis department at standard because that is the onl;y cost available. 
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The standard burden rates referred to in this thesis are de-
rived from formulas prepared in Statistical Accounting. Unlike regular 
standards, they are frequently changed as actual costs fluctuate. 
Billing rates are the result ot negotiations between Eclipse-
Pioneer 1 The Martin CCIIlpany 1 and Army representatives. Revised at in-
tervals, they are actually temporary rates used to recover indirect 
costs until actual burden is negotiated and finalized. 
Reserve rates, like standard booking rates, are the result ot 
Statistical Accounting's monthly and cumulative analysis ot actual 
costs. The Pershing sales account reflects the project's costs at bil-
ling value; the reserve rate when applied to direct costs will adjust 
the account to an estimated ac•ual to present a more accurate profit 
and loss statement tor each month. The offset ot this reserve entry is 
booked to a Reserve tor Price Adjustment account in anticipation ot 
final price renegotiation. 
The various sets ot burden rates are applied to labor dollars 
on the basis ot t~e department charged1 regardless ot what type ot pro-
ject it is charged to. For example, consider the case of a 540 depart-
ment employee working on an engineering project and charging an FF 
account. Burden would be applied on the bas is of the 540 department's 
rate. Conversely 1 au engineer working on a productive EP would generate 
his appropriate engineering burden. 
To reiterate, the general ru.le tor burden application is: bur-
den follows the man who does the work. The criterion tor this determina-
tion is the first unit of the employee's number. 
Some Pershing department, ot course, absorb no burden. Refer-
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ence here is made to the several special services sections. All of the 
expenditures within these department,, including office supplies, heat, 
Christmas bonuses, etc., are charged directly to the project by way of 
the 1200 General Ledger account. 
Burden is also applied to some material. Without going into 
conlidential explanations, it may be siad that only material purchased 
from outside vendors for production purposes absorbs burden. Material 
purchased for Engineering, Tooling, and Test Equipnent is unencumbered. 
All three sets of rates 1 standard, billing, and reserve are applied to 
material when appropriate. 
2. General ~ administrative expense. Commonly referred to 
as "G & A," this expense is also calculated by way of a percentage or 
rate. Again the three different sets are applied. G & A is applied to 
all costsaincluding burden to arrive at total cost. 
While the burden rate is used generally to absorb indirectj 
redistributive charges in productive, engineering, etc. operations, the 
G & A rate is employed to include a portion of the costs of "commercial 
expense" departments. General Accounting and Accounts Payable are two 
ot the many classified in this manner. The likes of the division's ad-
ministrative, legal, and security functions would also be included in 
the rate. 
The departments included in the G & A rate all perform serv-·· 
ices to the Pershing project but do not charge it directly. In most 
cases, it would be impractical, if not impossible, for them to do so. 
To illustrate, consider the chaos and inefficiency which would result if 
Accounts Payable's employees were expected to directly charge the project 
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when they handled Pershing activity. Time sheets and labor tickets 
would have to be filled in for each minute's work performed. It would 
take longer to record the charge than to handle a Pershing purchase or-
der. 
For these reasons, direct recovery ot these service costs are 
not attempted. Instead they are absorbed with similar expenses in the 
general and administrative ezpense rate. 
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CHAPfER ~ 
THE P.ERSHill} PBOJEa!' 
-
When Eclipse-Pioneer was narded the subcontract to design1 
test 1 and produce the inertial,z:guidance system tor the Army's new Per-
shing Missile, division and central office management were enthusiastic. 
Although the original contract with The Martin Company called for rela-
tively small expenditures, they foresaw this document as only the begin-
atgg in a long line of fUture profitable operations. They reasoned 
that if successful similar contracts with Martin would be forthcoming; 
similarly, they believed that the experience gained in this field would 
be extremely valuable in bidding for contracts from other Defense sup-
pliers. This fertile forecast could become reality ••• if operations 
were successfUl. 
Hindsight supports the conclusion that management reasoned 
correctly. The first contract, Round Buy l'o. 11 was extended until No-
vember 301 1960. In the meantime, Round Buy Nos. 2 and 3 had begun and 
were in full operation. There has been talk of Round Buy No. 4 begin-
ning in the spring of 1961 on a "fixed price" basis 1 at least for pro-
duction. (Engineering research and development operations would pro-
bably be continued under CPFF provisions.) In addition, reliable 
sources have indicated that the division is close to the award of an-
other missile contract. If true, management would have hit its own 
forecast squarely. 
In order to insure success, a new and unique organization was 
envisioned. A separate "company" within the division could provide 
specialized attention to all phases of activity. Thus, it is primarily 
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for these purposes and in this t.age that the Pershing project was 
born. 
Pershing operations staitted quickly. Special departments 
were set up to support the claim that Pershing was in fact, if not in 
title, a small company within the division. The project claimed its 
own Planning, Purchasing, Sales, and Accounting personnel. Engineers 
with experience in the necessary components of the guidance system were 
requisitioned to work on the project. A "clean:rroom" for dust-free ma-
chining of beryllium was especially constructed for Pershing activity. 
In addition, two other productive labor centers were set aside for the 
project's exclusive use. 
NOHACCOUlfti!fG D:IPARrMERrS 
The basic departments of the project are shown on the organi-
zational Chart No. II. The functions of the two "line" sections, Manu-
facturing and Engineering, should be obvious. They do the work which 
results in the completion of the guidance system. Pershingt.Accounting, 
as a "service" department, contributes by informing them of their actual 
costs, week by week. If they desire a special analysis of any one phase 
of operations, Accounting is again called upon to give them the figures 
on Yh41ih decisions are based. Quality Control and Cost Estimating are 
Pershing "service" departments which also provide support for their 
"line" counterparts. Cost Estimating in addition is especially useful 
to Accounting. Because actual or standard costs are not available, ma-
terial transf'ered from engineering to productive activity is priced on 
the basis of their estimates. 
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A more detailed description of other Pershing departments will 
now be offered. These sectiens have been selected because ot their 
close ties with Pershing Accounting. 
SALES Alm COlffRACT ADMINISTBATIOB - The term "sales" in this 
department's title may be misleading. The employees are not salesmen 
in the usual sense ot the word. Rather, they are coordinators and serv-
ice personnel, pledged to the task ot tultilling the contract commit-
ments to Martin and the Govertllllent. 
This department can best be described as a liaison ottice. 
The statf is in constant contact with The Martin resident representa-
tive and his Orlando1 Florida, home base. It is through this office 
that all communications to and trom The Martin Company are channeled. 
Pershing Accounting has constant communications with the Fi-
nancial section. Among the diversified fUnctions of the Financial sec-
tion, the following are most prominent: 
1. Publish reports destined tor The Martin 
Company. 
2. Inspect and forward all invoices to The 
Martin Company. 
3. Allocate funds released by Martin to the 
various sales orders. 
4. Liaison with the Hew York Ordnance District 
on all matters relating to Government prop-
erty. 
5. Keep elaborate and detailed records, charts, 
and graphs ot financial data submitted by 
Accounting. 
6. Advise Accounting ot any special reports 
requested by lhe Martin Company. 
7. Consult with Accounting on matters ot fi-
nancial policy. 
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"Change Request Transfers" (CRT's) are controlled by separate 
section in the Sales d~partment. A CRT is a request for a change in de-
sign or assembly of the product. It may originate with The Martin Com-
pany, the Govermaent, or Eclipse-Pioneer. In any case, determination and 
control of the costs of these changes are essential. CRT's form the 
basis of a request for additional funds for the project. 
MATERIAL COifrROL - Within the Material Control functions 1 
there are two departments: (l) Planning and (2) Purchasing. 
An organizational chart of the Planning department would show 
product managers and unit coordinators tor each major component of the 
guidance system. It is their responsibility to schedule all productive 
activity in order to meet delivery dates. 
As one might expect 1 Planning and Purchasing work closely to-
gether and are, in fact, housed in the same large office. The latter's 
objective is to procure all materials from outside vendors as they are 
needed. 
PERSHING COST ANALYSIS DEPARTMENT 
We have seen the world in which the Pershing Cost Analysis de~ 
partment exists. On the one hand, it is an integral part of a unique 
organization, the Pershing project, and supplies its sister segGions 
with financial data unavailable in quantity and, it is hoped, quality 
elsewhere. Its regular reports keep the "line" sections of the depart-
ment informed as to their actual performances and serve as a basis of 
comparison to their estimates and the forecasts. When special aituations 
arise, these other sections have grown to depend on Pershing Accounting 
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for detailed information. 
In addition to the above, Pershing Accounting serves the 
Eclipse-Pioneer division in its regular accounting process. It affords 
specialization to a highly important area in the division's profit pic-
ture and gives to management detailed information of the progress of 
this project. The standard accounting departments are aided also in 
that they know that most questions on Pershing charges will be answered 
in a competent manner by its specialized staff. This chapter will con-
sider the organization, procedures, and contributions of Pershing Ac-
counting. 
Founded immediately after negotiations with The Martin Com-
pany were completed tor the first contract, the department has grown in 
size, responsibility, and stature. Procedures first used in its early 
days have become outmoded and replaced by more efficient ones. Many 
man-hours of detail work have been reduced by the addition of a special 
contingent in the division's Tabulating department. At the present 
time, the department is devoiting much of its tree time to study of 
•tixed price• accounting tor the day when Pershing will be produced on 
this bas is. In this event, the department will be called upon to vary 
its procedures once again. 
Eclipse-Pioneer's accounting management has viewed this de-
partment with a great deal of interest. Its procedures are constantly 
subject to their review because future such sections will be guided by 
Pershing's experience. This feeling of being somewhat of a trail blazer 
has penetrated the entire department. The personnel view with pride the 
tact that the department when first originated had no copy to follow. 
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It has had to make its way by trial and error with experience being the 
most important teacher. It has fostered procedures never before attempted 
at Eclipse-Pioneer, and for the most part, results have been satisfactory 
and rewarding. The Pershing Tabulating Accounting code designed in the 
winter of 1959-1960 is unique at the division and its application to 
many areas of our reports and records has been outstanding. 
The department taken as a whole could almost exist independ-
ently. This in one of its most distinctive features. It handles all 
aspects of accounting from actual cost accumulation to invoicing at ne-
gotiated rates. It is important to understand how the department han-
dles these varied assignments. 
For organizational purposes 1 the department has been sub-
divided into five sections. This division has come gradually as the 
volUile of work has increased and specialization was needed. Originally 
designed for contractural reasons (i.e. The Martin Company Reports) 1 
the department soon realized that reporting could be enhanced by the 
establishment of a "material and commitment" section to specialize in 
this important area. As production finally began at first on a limited 
basis, the need for "cost" and "unit build up" sections became apparent. 
Recently special problems in the area of "special tooling" pinpointed 
the need of detailed analysis of this subJect and a new subdivision was 
established by relieving one man, James Cautela, of reporting duties. 
The future promises more demands for specialization and additional sub-
sections are undd- consideration. This aspect will be more tully ex-
plored in a later chapter. 
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REPOR'lml SECTIOB 
The oldest section, Reporting necessarily has diversified re-
sponsibilities. This is an effect ot its history, more than any other 
factor. Originally doing the work ot the entire department, it has re-
linquished responsibilities to the never sections only when their:Limpor-
tance or specific requirements demanded it. Because its reports embrace 
in one way or another all aspects ot the program, it is compulsory that 
its personnel be familiar with the duties and procedures undertaken by 
the other sections. The same reasoning holds true tor the Reporting 
section's relations with divisional accounting departments. In order 
to function efficiently, a broad, over-all knowledge ot the entire ac-
counting and Pershing proJect departments is mandatory. The members ot 
this section must be able to visualize the processes they are undertak-
ing as a segment ot the entire procedure at Eclipse-Pioneer. Only at 
this time can their actions be more than mechanical. 
Consisting at the present time ot tour accountants, the sec-
tion's main functions can be categorized in the following manner; 
1. Contractually' required reports. A maJor portion ot the 
section • s time is spent compiling data tor the three reports which are 
specifically mentioned by contract: the weekly and monthly expenditure 
and commitment reports 1 and the monthly overtime report are so named. 
2. Preparation ~ invoices. While procedure normally calls 
tor the CPF.F Billing section to prepare all CPF.F invoices, in practice 
the Reporting section has submitted the factory effort and fixed tee 
invoices. 
3. Reports tor Eclipse-Pioneer management. In order to keep 
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abreast of the expenditures and commitments within the project, manage-
ment receives detailed reports by sales order on a weekly and monthly 
basis. 
4. Monthly closing. The Reporting section oversees that por-
tion of the closing dealing with Pershing. A close watch is kept on 
its special accounts in the general and expense ledgers; they are ana-
lyzed and reconciled every month. In addition, journal entries dealing 
with factory effort sales, overtime expense, and miscellaneous correc-
tions of prior months originate in the section. 
5. Forecasting. The entire Bendix Corporation is proud of 
the way that internal control has been strengthened by efficient fore-
casting. At Eclipse-Pioneer and within the Pershing project, the same 
feeling is shared. Much of the work which is entailed in the prepara-
tion of the monthly "four-month forecast" is performed in the Reporting 
section. This is followed up by projecting weekly actuals against this 
estimate; and the results, whether favorable or not, are passed along 
to responsible personnel for their consideration and, if need be, action. 
6. Funding anaJ.ysis. The section keeps a complete record of 
all funding activity by sales order and makes a comparison to actual 
total to date expenditures each month. Proper personnel is notified if 
this analysis reveals any significant over- or under-expenditure. 
7. Internal control. As uew project sheets are released for 
Engineering and Tooling operations, accounting codes are transmitted to 
Tabulating. When closed, a transmittal indicating that the accounts 
should be placed in the inactive file is submitted. The section is also 
the author of the departments "Bible," a three-way listing of all accounts, 
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sales orders, and accounting codes. 
8. Miscellaneous reports. Band in hand with the reports sub-
mitted to The Martin Company and. Eclipse-Pioneer management, the Report-
ing section prepares figures for disposition both within and without 
the department. Of these 1 the most important are: 
A. Profit study to Statistical Accounting. 
B. Analysis of net sales to the Pershing 
Sales office. 
c. Engineering status report to the CPFF 
Billing section. 
D. Funding and fee amounts by contract to 
the CP.rF Billing section. 
E. Test Equipment expenditures and commit-
aents to General Accounting. 
F. Summary of contract information for use 
within the department. 
G. Analysis of invoices by contract for use 
within the department. 
B. Analysis of the 1200 account (Special 
Services detail) to the Army Audit Agency. 
9. General. The personnel ot the Reporting section have as-
sumed maiJY responsibilities over the short life ot the department. Be-
cause of their familiarity with the over-all picture, they are called 
upon to assist Army and Martin auditors in their review of the depart-
ment's records, act as coordinator and consultant within and without the 
department and prepare lllOSt special reports when required. 
MATERIAL AifD COMMITMEMT SECTION 
This section was formed to provide specialized control and 
analysis of material, both purchased and committed. This obJective is 
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accomplished by the section's four primary functions: ( 1) determine 
open commitments, (2) audit c0111111.itments, (3) control purchases, and 
(4) release miscellaneous reports on the above. 
1. Determine ~ commitments. Open commitments are those 
purchase orders which have been placed, but which have not been f'ul-
filled. In order to arrive at an open balance, the prior balance is 
used as a starting point. Current purchase orders are added, and cur-
rent vouchers are subtracted. The total derived from this formula is 
the open balance at a given time. Determination of such balances is the 
section1s pr~ responsibility. 
In the early days of its existence, commitaents were recorded 
manually. Since that time, however, the volume has increased, and the 
procedures have been modernized. With the advent of Pershing's account-
ing code, the detail work was transfered to Tabulating. There remained, 
however, the important task of submitting the data which the machines 
could use. Two forms which would reflect all possible situations were 
designed for this purpose. 
A. Purchase order transmittal sheet. Purchase orders re-
ceived from Pershing Purchasing are transmitted to Tabu-
lating in the following manner: 
1. Purchase order number. 
2. Vendor code. A vendor code applied in Purchasing 
itiatifies the vendor with which the order was 
placed. 
3. Account charged. This may be any one of the sev-
eral Pershing accounts. They are all handled in 
the same manner. 
4. Quantity. The quantity of the item ordered. 
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5. Part number. The part number ot the item., it any. 
6. Committed amount. The total cost ot each item 
which has been ordered. Where the purchase order 
only identities the price by item, an extension 
is made to show the total cost applicable. 
7. Setup charge. It may be necessary tor a vendor 
to pertom additioD&l prelimiD&ry wort to pro-
duce an item ordered. This setup charge, in-
cluded in the total committed amount (6 above) 
is broken out separately in this column. 
8. Delivery date. The date on which the vendor 
has promised delivery to Eclipse-Pioneer. 
9. CRT number. Referring to "change request trans-
ter," the CRT number is a special six digit number 
used to identity CRT purchase orders. 
10. CRT amount. The dollar amount referring to 9 
above. 
B. The second important transmittal sheet used in this depart-
ment is tor the Pershing invoices received from Accounts 
Payable. It details the following information: 
1. Purchase order number. 
2. Account charged. 
3. Quantity invoiced. This may be different from 
the quantity ordered. 
4. Part numbers ot the items received. 
5. Total committed amount (quantity invoiced times 
the price per item). 
6. Setup charges. These, again, are included in the 
total committed amount shown in 5 above and bro-
ken out separately in this column. 
7. Vouchered amount. The amount actually to be paid 
to the vendor. This amount will include such 
charges as freight and insurance which were not 
included in the COIIIIlitted amount - 5 above. 
8. Discount percentage. Shown on the actual invoice 
under the tems ot the payment. 
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9. Voucher number. Applied by Accounts Payable 
when the invoice vas accepted and paid. 
10. CRT number when applicable. 
ll. CRr amount in dollars. 
The net result of these two forms is to (l) set up the origi-
nal commitment by account number and to (2) cancel it out when the in-
voice is put through. Any amounts which are not canceled oonsti tute 
the open balance. 
The following examples will sbow the possible situations 
which exist. (See illustration No. I.) 
l-A. A purchase order calling for two pieces at a price of 
$50.00 each is received and transmitted. 
l-B. A purchase order supplement is received calling for a 
price increase of $5.00 per piece. This supplement may have been iui-
tiated because of a typing error when the purchase order was prepared1 
or possibly a price change which Eclipse-Pioneer accepted. 
The transmittal brings the colllllli:tment of Purchase Order 25001 
to $55 .oo per piece or a total of fllO.oo. 
2-.A and 2-B. This purchase order called for two different 
parts to be charged to different accounts. This is not uncommon. Many 
purchase orders will contain more than one item. Each is transmitted on 
a separate line by account charged. If there were two or more items with 
different part numbers being charged to the same account 1 these would 
also receive individual treatment. 
2-c. Another type of supplement1 this time a cancellation1 is 
received and transm.itted. At this point1 the commitment for Purchase 
Order 25002 staucls at twenty items at a cost of $300.00 to be charged to 
P. 0. Bo. 
Vendor Code 
Acc•t Chg1d 
Quantity 
Part Bo. 
Collmi t. .Amt. 
Setup Cbg. 
Del. Date 
CRT lfo. 
CRT .Amt. 
PERSBilll PURCHASE OBDER ftABSMI!TAL SHEET 
Mouth of May, 1961 
1-A 1-B 2-A 2-B 
25001 25001 25002 25002 
9234- 9234- 7973 7973 
FF53201 FF53201 POP35001 POP27o65 
2 2 20 5 
105398 104200 
$100.00 $10.00 $300.00 $lt.oo.oo 
$220.00 
7-61 7-61 8-61 8-61 
Illustration Bo. I 
Prepared by PB 
Reviewed by MC 
Page 1 -
2-C ~ 
25002 25003 
7973 8429 
POP27o65 SB18o 
5 1 
104200 107588 
$400.00 $700.00 
8-61 8-61 
12311-56 
$700.00 
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POP 35001. 
3. A CRT purchase order is no different from a regular one. 
The CRT number and amount1 however1 is broken out separately for identi-
fication purposes. 
As the invoices for these orders are received in Accounts Pay-
able 1 they are checked 8.Dd vouchered. Subsequently 1 they are passed on 
to Pershing COIIIIIlitments where they are transmitted to Tabulating in the 
following manner. {See Illustration No. II.) 
A-1. The two pieces ordered under Purchase Order 25001 have 
been received. 'fhe accompanying invoice1 however, IU.d not reflect the 
price change per example l-B. The invoice1 however1 did include a 
freight charge of $5.00 which is included in the vouchered amount. 
A-2. The price error above was caught by either Accounts Pay-
able or the vendor1 and an adJusting credit memo was issued. By trans-
mitting this amount to !abulating1 the comaitment is zeroed out. If 
this had not been detected1 n 53201 would show an open balance of $10.00 
at the end of the month1 although all materials had been received. 
B-1. Partial shipment of the twenty pieces original~y ordered 
under Purchase Order 25002 is received and vouchered. At a piece price 
of $151 001 the commitment is reduced by the amount of the partial ship-
ment. In this case again1 freight aDd/or insurance charges of $10.00 
are reflected in the vouchered amount. The discount percentage 1 noted 
on the invoice 1 is transmitted to Tabulating to f'orm the basis of a 
separate report. Setup charges are also identified independently on the 
basis of the rate of $1.00 for each piece. 
B-2. An overshipment of five pieces of part 105398 is 
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P. o. llo. 
Acc't Chg1d 
Qty Inv'd 
Part llo. 
'fotal Coait. 
Setup Chg. 
Vouch'd .Amt. 
Disc. "' 
Voucher llo. 
CRT llo. 
CR'l' .Amt. 
PERSHim DVOICE 'J!lWISMITTAL SHEET 
Month of May, 1961 
A-1 A-2 B-1 B-2 
-
25001 25001 25002 25002 
!'!'53201 FF53201 POP35001 POP35001 
2 2 15 10 
105398 105398 
$100.00 $10.00 $225.00 $150.00 
$15.00 $10.00 
$105.00 $10.00 $235.00 $155.00 
1.~ 1.~ 
234-567 234-568 234-569 234-570 
Illustration llo. II 
Prepared by PB 
Reviewed by MC 
Page 1 -
B-3 c 
25002 25003 
POP35001 SB180 
5 1 
105398 107588 
$75.00 $700.00 
$5.00 
$75.00 $700.00 
1.~ .5"' 
234571 234-572 
123456 
$700.00 
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reflected in this example. Pershing Commitments transmits them normally 
on the basis of cost per piece. .Again the extra $5.00 found in the 
vouchered amount reflects freight or insuring cha.,ges. 
B-3. The overshipnent1 for one reason or another1 is returned 
to the vendor. A debit memo is initiated in Accounts Payable to adjust 
the vouchered amount. 
At this poi~1 note that this purchase order is now complete. 
Twenty pieces were originally ordered at a total cost of $300.00; twenty 
pieces have now been received at a cost of $315 .oo. The additional 
$15 .oo 1 of' course 1 represents the freight and insurance charges which 
were not originally committed. 
C. The CRT invoice is handled in the routine manner. Again 
the identifying number and amount are separately broken out. 
~hesertransmittal sheets are filled out as the information is 
received and submitted to Tabulating where the data is recorded into 
IBM cards. The accounting code f'or each card is automatically inserted 
by ru.nning the individual cards behind master account cards. At the end 
of' the month1 the open balances from prior months are scientifically 
mixed w1 th the current commitment and voucher cards. As a result 1 the 
vouchers offset the corresponding COIIIIIitments 1 and a new open balance 
is determined. 
The invoice transmittal sheet has columns for both committed 
and vouchered amounts. The purpose of this can now be seen. The com-
mitted column is matched up against the COllllllitment amount as recorded by 
the purchase order transmittal sheet in order to arrive at an open bal-
ance. These amounts are both pure - they contain no freight or insurance 
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charges -- and as such, are compatible. The vouchered amount, however, 
is included on the sheet for a different purpose. Tabulating runs a re-
port by voucher number for Pershing Commi:tments, which is used to recon-
cile the amounts reported as vouchered by Pershing and those booked on 
the voucher register. With this tab run, Pershing Commitments can as-
certain if the invoices were transmitted correctly. If not, additions 
or deletions can be made so that the COIIDlitments are stated properly. 
In adcU:tion to the special tab run of vouchers transmitted, the 
following open commitment reports are prepared for Mr. Couron's section: 
(l} open commitments by purchase order n\1Jilber and (2} open commitments 
by accounting code. 
These detail runs are the basis on which a continual audit of 
the comm1 tments is performed. 
2. Audit commitments. The examples Just cited should illus-
trate one maJor point. With the tremendous volume of purchase orders, 
supplements, invoices, etc. to be handled, it is extremely easy for er-
rors to occur. 
While his staff of two female clerks is kept busy vi th the 
transmi.ttal sheets, Mr. Couron spends a good deal of time in a continual 
audit of open commitment balances. In theory 1 of course 1 there should 
be no need for such a function; occasional random investigations should 
be sufficient to prove that everything was being handled as outlined in 
the "textbook." In practice 1 however 1 •atters are different; combine 
the vollDile of purchase orders and invoices handled, add the element of 
human error and the result is obvious. A supplement could be missed en-
tirely, an invoice charged to the wrong account, or a purchase order 
transmitted w1 th a transposition error. Such mistakes are only three of 
the m&JJY which have been made in Pershing Commitments. Other errors oc-
cur before the paper work gets to such a point. In other words 1 an audit 
is a necessary tunction in order to retl•ct the open balances properly. 
Open commitments are audited when the balance as shown on the 
tab run seems unuaual. For example 1 a credit balance may appear. It 
could be caused by an incorrect transaittal or an overshipment. Large 
balances in accounts which have been closed for a long period are also 
favorites to investigate. Very often the answer is that the material, 
when received1 was vouchered against an open account, thus leaving the 
commitment balance untouched. 
Open commitments are audited by purchase order. This is to 
say that the purchase order is the key which is investigated. In their 
files 1 Accounts Payable keeps complete purchase orders (including supple-
ments and a running record of' quantities and amounts invoiced) in indi-
vidual folders. By caretul analysis of' such records 1 Mr. Couron is able 
to determine the reason for the unusual balance. In some cases1 the bal-
ance is legitimate and allowed to stand. In others1 the error is de-
leted and corrected. 
The cause of' the error determines the way it is corrected. 
For example1 a credit balance due to an incomplete commitment is recti-
fied by committing the additional money in the conventional way. A bal-
ance in a closed account as illustrated above is corrected by transmit-
ting a debit "invoice" to that account and a credit invoice to the account 
wrongly charged. The ef'f'ect of' such action is to cancel the balance in 
the original account and reopen a commitment in the second account which 
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had been improperly canceled by the erroneous invoice. 
3. Control purchases. As noted previously 1 vouchers for pur-
chases from outside vendors are prepared in Accounts Payable. A tape 
of such charges is subsequently passed on to Pershing Commitments for 
verification. In this section, the accounts and amounts are checked 
against the accompanying invoices. By necessity, the verification of 
this tape is performed hastily. Some errors naturally are bound to 
slip through. 
Those errors that are fouud1 however, are recorded on a spe-
cial memorandum which is sent back to Accounts Payable for their action. 
The most frequent errors occur when a Round Buy No. 1 product code is 
referenced by a Round Buy No. 2 subaccount (POP or shop order) and vice-
versa. The correction, illustrated on the memo below, is recorded on 
future tapes so that the voucher register will be correct 1 for this 
voucher at least. 
To: Mr. W. Cunningham Date: 5-18-61 
Please make the following corrections in the Voucher Distribution 
List: 
Voucher 
No. 
234573 
From 
Account 
76-12 POP 35001 
t'mount 
$100.00 
To 
Account Amount 
76-11 POP 35001 $100.00 
(signed) M. Conran 
Pershing Cost Analysis Department 
Illustration No. III 
Upon release of the voucher register tab runs, Mr. Couron 
will check all Pershing accounts carefully. .Any errors which escaped 
previously are noted aDd form his p~ of Journal Entry No. 91 booked 
in the following month. The entry thus 1 fo:rmally 1 supplements the 
voucher tape memo. 
4. Miscellaneous reports. In addition to the a:rorem.entioned 
duties, Mr. Conron also releases miscellaneous reports coDeerllil\i ma-
terial and oommi tments. 
A. A special open CODIIIlitment report to Mr • .&. Clark (Per-
shing Material 0ontrols) is released early in the month. Mr. Clark 
forecasts hours to be worked in the current month by factory personnel. 
To do this Job efficiently, he has requested a report on the factory ma-
terial expected to be received in the 1110nth. Using these figures as a 
guide, he can more accurately estimate the hours which will be worked. 
The report is in the form ot a letter 1 but it is based on a 
tab run from Pershing's Tabulation section. By delivery date, purchase 
orders are sorted, and those factory orders which are expected in the 
current month are pulled out and run. Mr. Couron reports these figures 
in letter form. 
B. Each week a report is sent to management personnel who 
forecast Pershing hours. It contains information on the amount vouchered 
in the particular week and the monthly cumulative figure by category 
(i.e. Engineering, Tooling, etc.). This report is simply a method to 
inform the interested persons how well or pourly they forecasted mater-
ial tor their particular areas. The information is manually assembled 
by recapping the invoice transmittal sheet. 
c. By Federal law a certain percentage of Defense orders must 
be placed with "small businesses." It is for this reason that each 
vendor is assigned a vendor code and 1;his code is suanitted to Tabula-
ting on the purchase order transmittal sheets. Tabulating keeps a file 
of all vendors, and has designated them as "large" or "small." By 
technical procedures 1 the amounts comllli:tted to each vendor are deter-
mined. Similarly, the vouchers are subtracted, resulting in an open 
commitment figure for each individual vendor. The tab run is forwarded 
by Mr. Conron to Mr. Rosemund (Pershing Purchasing) who records the 
amounts on a special form and releases it to the Govel'll11lent representa-
tive. '!M.s report is assembled every siX 110nths and naturally indicates 
not monthly amounts, but the siX-month totals. 
D. Mention vas made of the importance of CRT's previously. 
A monthly report is submitted to the CRT section of the Sales depart-
ment to acument a history of CRT parts. Described in another way 1 the 
report shows a history of part changes and applicable costs incurred 
due to CRT's. Again the actual assemblying of the detail is done by 
special tabulating methods. Mr. Conron simply is the middle man to 
make sure that the information is presented each month. 
E. The discount report released to Pershing Reporting and 
the CPFF Billing section is another tabulating recital. The Reporting 
section receives discounts on factory purchases while the CPFF Billing 
section is the recipient of those applicable to Engineering, Tooling, 
and Test Equipment. The figures are derived from the discount percent-
age column of the invoice transmittal sheets. It is calculated auto-
matically and subsequently printed by account number. 
~ AND UN:rf BUILD UP SEC'.riONS 
Together the Cost and Unit Build up sections constitute the 
Cost department within Pershing Accounting. Although each has individual 
assignments, their functions and responsibilities are interwoven and 
complementary. In general terms, Mr. Richard Booth's Cost section is 
chiefly concerned with individual accounts and parts, while the section 
headed by Mr. Ronald Tromant's works up the cost of finished assemblies. 
In other words, the Unit Build up section takes over where Mr. Booth's 
tunetions terminate. For this reason, they will be discussed simultane-
ously and jointly referred to as "Pershing Cost." 
The role of cost accounting in the productive process is nor-
mally one of a "watchdog" or analyst along with its more traditional 
duties. Pershing Cost, however, because of circumstances, can do little 
more than record actual costs as they are incurred. 
The design of the Pershing guidance system is under constailt 
revision, and its production is still relatively new. Little is known 
about the cost of producing it. Consequently 1 standards 1 such as are 
used in Eclipse-Pioneer Cost departments cannot be used to facilitate 
the recording process. The three major objectives of Pershing Cost, 
therefore 1 are to determine actual costs of production in order to: 
( l) simply know them, (2) use them as a basis tor future negotiations 
especially in "fixed price" discussions, and (3) use them in setting up 
a standard cost system. 
In order to accomplish these objectives, the following proce-
dures are utilized: 
1. Control factory accounts. 
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2. Accumulate all costs applicable to factory accounts 
by account aud part number. 
3. Maintain inventory control. 
4. Miscellaneous. 
A. Prepare Journal entries for material transfers. 
B. Release various reports. 
1. Control factorz accounts. When restricted work orders and 
shop order releases are issued by Planning, a copy is sent to Pershing 
Cost. On the basis of this authorization, a transmittal is submitted to 
Tabulating, indicating that the specified account is open to accept 
charges. This transmittal, in effect, 14 Tabulating's authority to set 
up a master card for the newly opened account. 
The transmittal is on the aameeform used by Pershing Reporting 
to open FF1 EP1 MB1 and SB accounts. It details (1) the account, (2) 
sales order, and (3) Pershing's accounting code. In addition, it indi-
cates whether or not material burden should be applied to material pur-
chased under the account number. When accounts are closed, a similar 
transmittal denotes this fact. 
Any charges to Pershing POP1s or shop orders for which there 
are no active master cards are brought to the attention of the Cost de-
partment by Tabulating. In most cases, tohe answer is a simple one. The 
accounts have been recently released, but Pershing Cost (1) has not re-
ceived the official form or (2) the form has been received but not trans-
mitted. The solution is equally simple for these legitimate charges. A 
transmittal is prepared to formally open the accounts in tabulating. 
It is possible, however, for a "bad" account to be charged. A 
telephone call to Pershing Planning is made in order to determine the 
correct account. The information is passed on to Tabulating, which will 
make up a new card tor a proper distribution. It is noteworthy at this 
time to point out that this is the same procedure followed by Pershing 
Reporting in relation to Engineering and Tooling charges. Unmatched 
charges are cleared through the division's Budget office where the cor-
rections are made. 
2. Accumulate costs. When a factory account is first opened, 
Pershing Cost sets up a "cost control card" on which all applicable 
charges will be manually posted. This 9" by 9" tile card1 designed to 
accumulate charges on both ot its sides, also lists the part number that 
is being manufactured under the new account. It should be remembered 
that the same part can be made under various accounts. 
On the trout ot the card1 hours and dollars by labor center are 
recorded along w1 th any material charges. The back ot the card carries 
the same information but in greater detail. Here the hours and labor 
dollars are identified not only by eenter, but by operation within the 
center. In addition, any setup or rework charges are noted. This in-
formation is accrued from the following sources: 
A. Pershing direct labor tab run. The labor tickets prepared 
by hourly employees are 1 as we have seen, submitted to Tabulating where 
they are copied into IBM cards. All those which charge Pershing factory 
accounts are duplicated and tram this second deck of cards, the special 
Pershing direct labor tab run is prepared. This run1 released monthly 1 
lists all ot the information originally found on the labor ticket (i.e. 
employee number, account, part number, operation number, and hours 
worked) • Setup and rework time (identified by different color labor 
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tickets) are also detailed along with the employee's rate of pay and the 
extension thereof. 
B. Time sheet salary tab run. The charges from this source 
are almost inconsequential because of their lack of size. It is insig-
nificant, therefore, that the data from this run is detailed only by em-
ployee number, account, hours, and labor dollars. Because no operation 
number is shown, data from this source is posted only to the front of 
the card. (For an example of this run1 see Illustration No. VIII in 
Chapter 4.) 
c. Engineering projects tab run. EP accounts which refer to 
POP's are recorded again only to the front of the cost control card be-
cause no operation number is listed. In addition, the account number 
controls because the part number is not given. This fact is applicable 
to the postings from the salary tab run also. (Refer to Illustration 
No. IX in Chapter 4.) 
D. Voucher register. Special purchase part account numbers 
have been designated. While most accounts refer to specific operati9ns 1 
a single purchase part account is set up to accept charges for material 
to be used on any portion of a major area. For example 1 these accounts 
have been instituted for the computer, platform, gyro, etc. Charges on 
the voucher register 1 identified by account 1 are posted to the cost con-
trol cards. 
E. Green requisitions. Any charges from green requisitions 
are posted as materials. 
At the time these accounts are first opened by Planning, a trip-
licate release is prepared. One copy, of course, is sent to Pershing 
Cost. Another is routed to production store areas and acts as an au-
thorization for the specified material to be released. The third fol-
lows the productive process throughout its journey, accompanied by a 
route card. In the case of shop orders, a route card is very detailed. 
It lists the operations by number and description that are expected to be 
performed. It also, of course, references the account aud part number. 
As the material is worked, each ind1Tidual operator fills in his portion 
of the card. He specifies the quantity that he received and the quan-
tity that he passed on for the next operation. Any material that has to 
be scrapped or is lost (shrinkage) must be accounted for. In such cases, 
a scrap or shrinkage ticket is signed by an appropriate supervisor and 
attached to the route card. At the completion of all operations, the 
material is returned to stock and the route card is sent to Pershing 
Cost. 
In this office, the route card is matched against the original 
release and the cost control card to verify the quantity and to deter-
mine if all operations have been accounted for. In addition, the scrap 
and shrinkage tickets are priced (per unit cost by operation) and noted 
on the cost control card. 
The account is now ready to be closed and its cost computed. 
The former is accomplished by sending a transmittal to Tabulating; the 
master card is pulled from the active file and placed with other inactive 
accounts. By this action, any future charges against it will be "un-
matched." They will be picked out by Tabulating and investigated to de-
termine the correct charge. 
The computation of the cost is performed in two ways. First a 
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cost per hundred by operation is ccapu~d on the back of the card. Any 
amounts which pertain to setting up time are individually figured on the 
basis of a quantity of one. The reasoning behind this practice is that 
it takes as much time and expense to set up a machine tor one piece as 
it does for two or two hundred. Silllilarly the cost per hundred for 
pieces reworked is campu~d separa~ly on the basis of those actually 
eftected. 
The setup and rework charges are posted to special ledgers 
which will be utilized in the future to arrive at standards. The cost 
per hundred for each account by operation and labor center is transmitted 
to Tabulating to provide the detail of a report sent to Pershing Cost 
Estimating. 
The second part . of the computation is performed in total from 
the face of the card. From this total by labor center, all scrap, 
shr1llkage1 rework, and setup charges are deducted. The scrap and shrink-
age are posted to ledgers identical to those set up for their setup and 
rework tin. With the deduction of such charges, the result is pure run 
time. In other words 1 the costs for each part have been refined to the 
actual dollars which were expended in producing them. On the basis of the 
pure cost and the quantity delivered to stock, a cost per hundred is com-
puted. 
3. Maiutain inventory control. Eclipse-Pioneer stock rooms 
teep records of quantity only; no monetary values are shown. The stock 
rooms also are unable to segregate the individual parts by Round Buy. 
For these reasons, Pershing Cost has set up its own inventory control to 
reflect dollar amounts and the Round Buy under which the parts were 
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manufactured. 
As parts are completed, purchased, or requisitioned and sent to 
stock rooms, inventory control cards are prepared. These slender 4" by 
10" file cards are kept in inventory tubs, common to most cost account-
ing departments. Au individual card controls a specific part made under 
one Round Buy. In other words 1 there is a separate card for part 102345 
produced under Round Buy Nos. 11 21 and 3. 
Data is posted to the inventory control cards from three pri-
mary sources: 
A. Cost control cards. The actual quaui ty returned to stock 
rooms and pure cost per hundred from the front of completed cost control 
cards is posted directly to inventory. 
B. Purchase orders. Purchase orders which indicate specific 
part numbers are segregated by Material and Commitment personnel and 
loaned to Pershing Cost. They are pos'ted to the inventory control cards 
at cost per hundred. 
c. Green requisitions. As previously noted, green requisi-
tions are used to transfer material from one cost area to another. Those 
headed for production stock rooms have traveled from either Engineering 
or Eclipse-Pioneer Production. In the first case, they are posted to the 
inventory control cards on the basis of estimates from Pershing Cost Es-
timating. In the latter, standard costs are applied by the Eclipse-
Pioneer Cost Analysis department. 
As the parts are removed and transferred to the floor 1 the in-
ventory control cards are appropriately marked. Disbursement is effected 
by a green requisition. 
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4. Miscellaneous. Journal entries are prepared to book material 
transfers between cost areas. All are supported by green requisitions •• 
Mr. Boo'ih has the responsilallity to formulate the journal entry 
dealing with material from Eclipse-Pioneer production and stores trans-
ferred to the project. Green requisitions denoting such movement are re-
cei ved weekly from the Cost Analysis department where they have been 
priced at standard base cost. At this time they are posted to cost con-
trol cards and summarized for Journalization. 
For illustrative purposes, assume that these charges when to-
taled reveal that the material was composed of the base costs listed in 
Illustration No. IV. For booking, Mr. Booth extends the base amounts by 
standard factor burden and escalation rates. Posting sheets accompany 
the entry and indicate the product code to which the various amounts are 
to be credited. The second part of the entry includes G & .l expense and 
reflects the charges in Pershing Sales and Cost of Sales. 
Because of the regularity of these charges, standard Journal 
Entry No. 186 has been designated for Pershing's use in this area. When 
presented at closing time 1 the entry would read: 
Journal Entry 5-186 
A. Debit 50-3 Pershing Unbilled Receivables f9,685.00 
Credit 68 Productive Inventory-Material Burden 
Credit 76 " " -Material 
Credit 77 " " -Labor 
Credit 78 " " -Labor Burden 
Credit 82 " " -Cost of Living Esc. 
B. Debit 50-3 Pershing Unbilled Receivables $ 484.25 
$ 550.00 
5,000.00 
1,239.00 
2,772.10 
123.90 
Debit 363-4 Pershing Cost of Sales 9,685.00 
Credit 313-4 Pershing Sales $101 169.25 
Description: (A) To distribute the value of material requisitioned from 
production stock for use on Pershing CPFF projects in the 
current month. 
(B) To record sales and cost of sales for inventory charged 
to Pershing 50-3 account. 
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COMPUTATION OF JOURNAL ENTRY NO. 5-186 
Factor Base Burden A 
Base L Factored _%_ Burden Esc. Total 
Material $5,000.00 lOa% $5,000.00 11% $ 550.00 
- $5,550.00 
Labor 100 Dept. 10.00 160 16.oo 270 43.20 $ 1.60 6o.8o 
400 Dept. 200.00 350 700.00 220 1,540.00 70.00 2,310.00 
530 Dept. 140.00 190 266.oo 2.50 665.00 26.6o 957.60 
800 Dept. 50.00 290 145.00 230 333.50 14.50 493.00 
~10 Dept~ 80.00 140 112.00 170 ____ _].._90.~() 11.20 313.60 
-- -- -- --- ··-- -- --- - --· -·--
Totals $5 ,'-i-80.00 - $6,239.00 - $3,322.10 $123.90 $9,685.00 
A. Escalation applied at the rate of l(JJ/o of the Factored Base. 
Illustration No. IV 
-:;l. 
Mr. Troman1s function as keepter of Pershing's inventory dic-
tates that he accumulate the charges to and from the store rooms and 
journalize these transfers. To this task, he devotes a good deal of his 
time. 
All of the green requisitions which are posted to the inven-
tory control cards represent material which has passed from one Pershing 
Cost area to another. Parts made by engineers which are subsequently 
turned over for productive assembly purposes legitimately should be 
recognized. Engineering deserves credit for such material; similarly 
productions should be charged with its cost. It is as if the two cate-
gories were separate companies and production purchased the items. The 
only difference is that actual money does not change hands. The reverse 
of the above situation (i.e. Production to Engineering) naturally is 
true also. Occasionally green requisitions will authorize transfers be-
tween Round B'Jil.lm for booking purposes. Such a transfer is recorded as a 
debit and credit to the 50-3 account. 
To illustrate the various types of material transfer entries 
encountered in Pershing Cost, two cases have been selected. The first 
reflects a transfer between Round Buys. The second indicates that ma-
terial worked on by engineers has been delivered to Production. A third 
case, :t'or brevity1s sake, bas been Mglected. Reference here is to 
transfers from Production to Engineering and Tooling areas.. While the 
journalizing procedures would be the same as :t'or the second case, the 
entry itself would be exactly opposite, as one might properly expect. 
Parts transferred between Round Buys are priced directly out o:t' 
Pershing's inventory tabs. The requisitions received :from Planning carry 
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no cost values; they merely denote the material and accounts concerned. 
Pershing Cost undertakes the task of identifying the authorizations with 
parts listed ·in stock and costing them accordingly. Assuming that a 
part manufactured tor the Round Bmy No. 1 computer and transferred to 
Round Buy No. 2 activity carries the indicated base values, the required 
extensions are made on the basis of billing rates as shown in Illustra-
tion No. v, Part A. 
Reference to Part B of the same illustration would denote the 
second case cited. The values shown, however, are not actual costs be-
cause nene exist. Instead, the requisitions authorizing the material 
movement are sent to Pershing Cost Est~ating where they are priced at 
estimated base value, and returned to the Cost section. It should be 
noted that while the illustration shows l~ited activity, in practice 
the detail runs six and seven pages and many sales orders are involved. 
Appropriate entries or disbursements are made to the inventory 
control cards after the requisitions have been priced in each example. 
Subsequently, they are segregated by Round Buy and account and summarized 
as material and labor by eenter at base cost. Special forms have been 
designed to detail the billing extensions ot factors, burden and escala-
tion. Prepared primarily to assist the Reporting section, the transfers 
are identified by sales order. 
The entry itself is booked at billing rates 1 even though part 
B finds its way into Cost of Sales. While all other Pershing activity 
to this account is reflected at standard, it is not considered improper 
tor this one entry to reflect billing value. While this entry is made 
frequently 1 it has not been accorded a standard identification number. 
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TRARSFERS OF MATERIAL XW1'1'HIR THE PERSHllll PROJECT 
TO 
DIS'fRI.BU'fiOB: Mr. C. Sellman SOUllaE: Stores Requisitions 
CC: Mr. F. Auerbach 
Mr. D. Schneider REASOR: To properly record 'tor cost accumulation pur-
poses 1 the trans'ter o't material vi thin the 
Pershing project. 
SHEET l OF l 
-
Credit 
A. 
l-55446 
(RB#l) 
B. 
Center 
Mtl 
100 
400 
530 
Boo 
910 
Total 
Mtl 
l-55402 400 
RP;#l Engr. 5 30 
Total 
JE BO.: 5-206 MO!lfB: May I 1961 
Base Factor Burden Escalation 
Total 
:Billing 
$21000.oo $21000.oo $ 16o.oo -- $ 2116o.oo 6o.oo 99.00 277.20 $ 9.90 386.10 
1o.oo 36.oo 86.4o 3.6o 1.26.00 
16o.oo 288.oo 11152.00 26.8o l 1468.8o 30.00 81.00 194.40 8.10 283.50 
20.00 26.00 39.00 2.60 67 .6o 
$21280.00 $2,530.00 $1,909.00 $ 53.00 $ 4,492.00 
$71000.00 $7,ooo.oo $ 560.00 -- $ 7,56o.oo 300.00 1,08o.oo 2,592.00 $lo8.oo 3178o.oo Boo.oo l,44o.oo 5, 76o.oo l44.oo 7,344-.oo 
$8,100.00 $91520.00 $8,912.00 $252.00 $18,684.00 
(Signed) R. Tromans 
Debit 
l-50931 (RB/}2) 
l-55446 
RB//1 Prod. 
Pershing Cost Analysis Department 
Illustration No. V 
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In this thesis it will be referred to as Journal Entry No. 5-206. On 
the basis of the computations detailed, an investigation of the General 
Journal for May 1 1961, would reveal the following: 
Journal Entry~ 5-2o6 
A. 50-3 Pershing Unbilled Receivables 
B. 50-3 
363-4 
192 
313-4 
Pershing Unbilled Receivables 
Pershing Cost of Sales 
Deferred Engineering Work in Process 
Pershing Sales 
Debit 
$ 4,492.00 
$19,618.20 
18,684.00 
Credit 
$ 4,492.00 
$18,684.00 
19,618.20 
Description: {A & B) To properly record for cost accumulation purposes, 
the transfer of material within the Pershing project. 
Note that Part A is strictly a wash entry. It is made to fa-
cilitate the reporting and invoicing of the charges in the proper Round 
B*Y• Part B credits the 192 account tor the billing value of the ma-
terial transferred. Posting sheets revealing the amounts as material 
are submitted along with the entry. They identify the various FF 1s to 
which credits should be applied. This factor will be brought out again 
in a discussion of the Engineering closing. At this time, however, it 
will suffice to say that the charges to the receivable, Sales and Cost of 
Sales accounts will be offset by the final Engineering closing entry; 
Part B then is also a washout. 
Pershing Cost, in addition to its maJor functions, releases 
various reports on the status of the inventory. The most important one 
is a tabulating report on cost per hundred of all stock. Atter the cost 
control cards are closed and their cost computed, transmittals are sub-
mitted to Tabulating detailing the actual pure cost of each part by opera-
tion number. Rework and setup are also identified separately. From this 
manual source 1 IBM cards are punched to include the following informa-
tion: 
1. Acc:ount uullber. 
2. Part number. 
3. Operation number. 
4.. Labor center in which the work was performed. 
5. Description of the operation and the number 
of parts involved (i.e. Grind-5 or grinding 
of five pieces). 
6.. Hours worked. 
7. Coat per hundred. 
The cards are filed in Tabulating until a request is made by 
Pershing Cost. At this time 1 they are run1 and subsequently 1 the report 
is forwarded to Pershing Cost Estimating. In this office it is used for 
comparison purposes as actuals to estimates. 
A work-in-process report is also furnished to Mr. Clark (Per-
shing Materialct1ontrol) by Mr. Booth. It shows what is in process at 
the month's end and what has been finished but not delivered to The Mar-
tin Company. 
A scrap report is released to the Pershing CRT Control Section. 
On the basis of scrap tickets rece1ved1 values are placed upon the ma-
terial so treated. They are identified as scrap due to human mistak.es1 
and that which become outmoded or useless because of CRT requests. In 
many instances, the material originally classified as scrap can be re-
worked for other parts. No report is given to The Mariin Company on 
scrap. Pershing scrap is kept separately and is available for whatever 
purpose the prime contractor determines. Much of it has been delivered 
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to their plant in Orlando, per instructions. 
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS SECTION 
Mr. James Cautela has recently been reassigned from the Per-
shing Reporting section to take over this newly created role. At the 
present time he is working full time in conjunction with Tooling manage-
ment in order to better inform them of their targets and actual expendi-
tures. To this end1 Mr. Cautela utilizes graphs and similar optic 
devices. Much time is spent in conference with such personnel to devise 
betther methods of control and analysis. This thesis will not so into 
any detail on this subject. It is too recent for any procedures to be 
finalized or conclusions drawn. It is aignificant to point out 1 how-
ever 1 that this is another unique service of the Pershing Cost Analysis 
department and indicates its usefulness to line organizations. 
P.EBSHDlt TABULAT!m SECTION 
Pershing Accounting is the only Eclipse-Pioneer department to 
have its own special representatives in the division's tabulating organi-
zation. Three IBM operators (two day and one night employees) along 
with two key punch clerks constitute this section. Officially they are 
responsible to Mr. William Sipe 1 supervisor of Accounting Tabulating; but 
their expenses are charged directly to the project. They are 1 in effect, 
a service section affiliated with Pershing Accounting. 
Pershing is the only project within the division which has a 
special tabulating accounting code. This code has been mentioned previ-
ously, and it will be referred to again in this thesis. Devised in the 
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winter of 1959 and 19601 it is a seven-digit number which incorporates 
all necessary information tor detail analJsis. 
First digit. The first digit identities the contact or Round 
Buy involved. At the present time 11 21 and 3 are utilized to indicate 
the separate contracts. With the advent of fixed price 1 a new first 
digit will be released. 
Second and third digits. Theae figures denote the work order. 
Some work orders are common to all contracts; tor example 1 Work Order 
No. l refers to the computer while Work Order No. 6 indicates the plat-
form. Other work orders not reallJidentitied as such in the project, 
are assigned arbitrary numbers tor coding purposes. 
Fourth and titth digits. Referring to the work assignment, 
these dilits at the present time number eleven: 
00 - Modification of production. 
01 - General Engineering effort. 
02 -Handmade production (charged by POP 1s). 
03- Assembly production (charged by shop orders). 
o4 - Regular tooling. 
05 - CRT tooling. 
o6 - Electronic tools. This category has been 
elim.inated1 but the WDrk assignment code 
has not been replaced. 
07 - Research and development engineering. 
o8 - Product improvement engineering. 
09 - Productive test equipment (FOP's charging 
test equipment). 
10 - Regular test equipment. 
Sixth and seventh digits. Designed as "product codes," these 
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should not be contused with those previously discussed. These product 
codes are for Pershing's internal use only and bear no relation to the 
above. They are designed to identify specific operations of productive 
activity. 
The code lo60'700 indicates the following information: The 
charges are applicable to Round Buy No. l platform research and develop-
ment engineering. In such a case, they would originate from an FF ac-
count. After consulting the "Bible," a sales order could be determined 
for the charge. 
Pershing Accounting has prepared a "Bible" for its members 
which details all accounts, codes, and sales orders in three numerical 
listings. From this booklet 1 any of the three designations can be con-
verted to the other. This aid is invaluable in the preparation of re-
ports. 
All IBM cards which charge Pershing accounts are either dupli-
cated or loaned to the Pershing representatives for their use. By run-
ning these cards behind the master deck, accounting codes are mechanically 
punched into the charge cards. From this source 1 many tab runs are made 
available to Accounting; some of themmore important are: 
1. Open commitment balances. 
2. Weekly sales order report. 
3. Monthly engineering activity at billing value. 
4. Monthly direct hourly labor with burden exten-
sions. 
5. Inventory cost per hundred. 
CHAP.rER 4 
MONTHLY CLOSIR) 
Benjamin Franklin, writing toM. LeRoy in 1789, coined a fa-
mous phrase " ••• in this world nothing is certain but death and taxes." 
Eclipse-Pioneer accountants will agree with this statement and possibly 
add another certainty to that list - the month-end closing. Twelve times 
a year there is a great fi&rry of activity to close the books on charges 
incurred in the previous month. 
Around the first of each month, there is an unusual restless-
ness in Pershing Accounting. The questions on most minds are: "When is 
the closing schedule coming out?" and "Will I have enough time to ful-
fill my responsibilities?" The General Systems and Procedures depart-
ment has never failed to provide the answers. It circulates a memo to 
each department giving precise due dates for all information needed for 
the closing. These dates, except in exceptional circumstances, are ex-
pected to be kept and, as a result, usually are. This detailed schedule, 
approved by Mr. Jones, gives such information as cutoff dates for Ac-
counts Payable 1 deadlines for journal entries in the several areas 1 
dates when specific tab runs will be available and the final closing 
timetable. 
When first received in Pershing Accounting, the schedule is im-
mediately forwarded to the Reporting section where it is used as a guide 
to set up a special Pershing closing schedule. This innovation was first 
employed in the spring of 1960 when it was realized that, due to the vast 
requirements of the department, some responsibilites were being over-
looked because personnel were unaware of deadlines. The Pershing ached-
ule distributed to every member ot the department pinpoints responsibili-
ties and deadlines to the various sections. 
The closing schedule designates duties by the tour major cate-
gories ot Pershing effort. Each will be considered separately below. 
FAa.roRI EFFORT 
Factory effort is the main concern ot Pershing Accounting at 
closing time. The department has been assigned by the division the task 
ot recording sales on Pershing activity. In only this field does the 
department aalte such an entry. Engineering sales are computed by the 
CPFF Billing section and booked on Journal Entry No. 20. Tools and Test 
Equi~t and Special Services are recorded on the 142 and 155 Entries, 
respectively 1 by General Accounting. 
In theory 1 all factory effort 1 Pershing and otherwise 1 should 
be accumulated in an inventory account 1 absorb burden, and then be dis-
bursed to its proper receivable or work-in-process account. In actual 
practice at Eclipse-Pioneer, this theory is carried out only part ot the 
way. Ulsually about 90 per cent of Pershing activity is accumulated in 
this manner; the remainder is booked directly to Pershing accounts in the 
General Ledger. This 10 per cent consists of inventory material trans-
ferred in and out ot productive stock rooms on the basis of green requi-
sitions. 
The productive inventory control accounts used to accumulate 
regular Pershing charges are the 76 (Material) 1 77 (Labor) 1 and 82 (Cost 
ot Living Escalation) accounts. Burden is computed and charged to the 
68 (tor Material) and 78 (tor Labor) accounts. 
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General Accounting has assigned Milton Tyrrell to the job of 
compiling all charges to the productive inventory accounts, computing 
the burden, and journalizing Pershing Activity to its receivable account. 
As preliminary jouranl entries are accepted, they are routed complete 
with all work papers and posting sheets to Mr. Tyrrell. He then posts 
the charges to labor and material imput ledgers and applies burden. 
Direct labor charges to the 77 'ecount consist almost entirely 
of the hourly payroll. Total labor charges are broken down into base 
amounts and escalation. The former is utilized for burden application, 
while the latter is considered an addition to direct labor cost. Accom-
panying posting sheets indicate the product code and labor center appli-
cable. 
Time sheet salary employees also charge productive direct labor 
accounts occasionally. Until fairly recently, their charges had been 
sizeable. At present, however, time sheet personnel are instructed to 
charge EP's rather than the direct account itself. The 1990 department, 
however, is a general burden department, and, as such, cannot charge an 
EP. It must charge the account directly and so there are diminutive 
salaried charges to inventory from only this department. 
Occasionally a nonstandard·journal entry will charge the 77 ac-
count. These entries originate from one of two sources: Payroll or 
Pershing Accounting. Both are to adjust previous bookings and are usually 
the result of an analysis of the charges by product code. Pershing ac-
countants may find charges to one contract that should have been booked 
to another. This identification is made on the basis of factory accounts 
charged as compared to the product code they were booked against. Cor-
rection is usually mad~ in the following month. 
Material charged to the 76 account is handled in the same man-
ner as labor. Posting sheets detail the product codes in order that the 
charges be distributed correctly. Standard entires in this area are the 
Voucher Register (Journal Entry No. 1). Corrections to the Voucher 
Register (Journal Entry No. 91) and Intercompany accounts payable (Jour-
nal Entry No. 62). Miscellaneous entries charging this account are also 
picked up by Mr. Tyrrell, again by product code. 
Enaineering effort, requested by ~duction, is charged to the 
192, a deferred engineering work-in-process account in order to insure 
the identification of gross engineering imput. Because, however, these 
EP's refer to POP's, the effort is transferred to the 76 account as "ma-
terial." This material includes not only purchases and inventory stock, 
but also labor and the standard burden generated by it. Nevertheless 
for final booking purposes, it is recorded as material. 
After accumulating all the base charges, Mr. Tyrrell is ready 
to apply burden. Labor is not.p~blem; standard burden rates are applied 
to the net labor (direct labor minus escalation) as it appears in the 
labor imput ledger by labor center. Material burden, however, is applied 
on a more selective area. Only that material from Journal Entries Nos. 
1 and 91 that have been charged to true productive accounts take burden. 
Test Equipment material, for example, which comes in under a POP does 
not take this application; neither do charges to EP's from the Voucher 
Register and its corrections. 
Because of the Pershing Reporting section's familiarity with ac-
count numbers in this area, Mr. Tyrrell has depended upon a representative 
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of this section to segregate that material which does and that which does 
not take burden. With this information, he prepares Journal Entry No. 
34, charging burden to both the 68 and 78 accounts and crediting the 
831 - an unabsorbed manufacturing expense - account. 
The next step is to distribute all the material, labor, escala-
tion, and burden charges accumulated. Not all that is collected in these 
accounts pertain to Pershing; several receivable, work-in-process and 
expense accounts are debited on Mr. Tyrrellts 81 entry. Nonetheless, for 
Pershing purposes, the entry would be booked as follows: 
Journal Entry No. 5-81 
Debit 50-3 Pershing Unbilled Receivables $3o81 781.50 
Credit 68 Productive Inventory-Material Burden $ 2,255.00 
Credit 76 " " -Material 95 1 230.00 
Credit 77 " " -Labor 83,368.00 
Credit 78 " " -Labor Burden 125,048.50 
Credit 82 " " -Cost ot Living Esc. 2,880.00 
Description: To transfer to Unbilled Receivables, Pershing charges to 
Productive Inventory in the current month. 
The Pershing Reporting section makes a similar accumulation of 
productive charges independently of General Accounting. This duplication 
of effort exists for three reasons: 
1. Pershing's 187 entry to the Sales account is based on bil-
ling values. The receivable account, originally charged at standard, 
has to be brought up to this same value. 
2. Pershing's factory effort work sheets are support not only 
for the Sales entry, but also for the invoices which are prepared from 
them. While the EP accounts are booked to the receivable account as ma-
terial, for Journal Entry No. 187 and the invoices, they are considered in 
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their natural elements (i.e. material1 labor, burden, etc.). The need 
for work sheets detailing the labor for burden application should be ap-
parent. 
3. By this added effort, a check on Pershing's records is af-
fected. Although the same charges are invoiced, Pershing sources are 
different from those which serve Mr. Tyrrell. Any variance between the 
separate figures is investigated and corrected. 
Pershing Factory Closing - Labor and Burden. Pershing's work 
sheet for labor charges is designed to identify escalation and, in addi-
tion, incorporated burden computation. Labor is refined to net labor 
status by labor center for this application. Illustration No. VI is a 
typical example of its design. It is apprepriate to consider the charges 
which appear on it. 
While Mr. Tyrrell receives his hourly direct labor charges from 
a posting sheet, Pershing Reporting goes straight to the original tab 
run. The hourly payroll, Journal Entry No. 25 (See Illustration No. VII) 
is a summary of each individual labor ticket prepared in the month. As 
the direct labor is identified by product code, labor center, hou~s, base 
and escalation amounts, it is a simple task to post from this source to 
the work sheet. 
Although base labor is used for burden application, it is de-
sirable to post the final total amount to the work sheet originally and 
then deduct the escalation to arrive at net labor. If such burden W8S 
the only consideration, this practice would not be followed. The in-
voices, however, detail total labor and consequently thi.s amount is first 
determined. 
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MOI'fHLY F.AafORI PAYROLL LOOB DISTRI:BtniOB 
DIRECT LABOR IIDIRECT LAl30R 
Eclipse-Pioneer Division 
Setup Mfg. Exp. The Bendix Corporation 
Productive Eugr. ProJ. Teterboro, New Jersey 
Foundry Other 
Period ending 5-61 
Final 
Prod Dept Account Base Total 
Code 2Y! 1'-.ber Hours A.ount Escalation .Amount 
-
ll 10 30.0 100.00 3.00 103.00 
ll 40 500.0 1550.00 50.00 1600.00 
ll 54 2400.0 776o.oo 240.00 aooo.oo 
ll 55 12000.0 32300.00 1200.00 33500.00 
ll 56 14100.0 42390.00 1410.00 43800.00 
ll 59 10.0 30.00 1.00 31.00 
ll 80 50.0 16o.oo 5.00 165.00 
29()90.01' 84290. O()lt 2909.00* 87199.00* 
Illustration l'o. VII 
Salary labor, Journal Entry No. 241 is again picked up by de-
partment for burden purpoaes, The salary tab run1 however, does not 
show escalation separately. Direct production shop labor from whatever 
source (hourly or salary) includes the escalation feature. Journal En-
try No. 75 1 prepared in Statistical Accounting, adjusts the direct salary 
labor accordingly. The 77 account is credited (on the bUts of Illustra-
tion No. VIII1 the amount would be $2.00 or $.10 an hour), and the 82 ac-
count is debited. Mr. Tyrrell records this entry in his factory summary. 
Pershing Reporting, nevertheless, disregards it. The 1990 department is 
the only one which charges the 77 account from the time sheet; hence, no 
adjustment is necessary because of the department's status. It is a 
general burden department and1 as such1 does not generate burden of its 
own for CP.FF purposes. Although it is desirable to tie in to Mr. Tyr-
rell's base amounts, in this case Pershing's labor accumulation would be 
$2.00 high and its escalation $2.00 low. It is shown on the work sheet 
as total labor for invoice convenience. 
A time sheet salary tab run1 exactly like the one illustrated, 
is released weekly. Pershing Cost personnel check the accounts at this 
time to determine their validity and submit corrections to Accounting 
Tabulating which are reflected in the following week's run. Again refer-
rtng to the illustration, it may be assumed that POP 25409 should have 
been recorded against product code 12 or 13. The credit entry, there-
fore, was submitted to product co<le ll with the debit going to the cor-
rect code. Any errors which are caught in the final week 1s run are re-
flected in the following month because of practical time limits. 
Note that the time sheet salary run, unlike the hourly which is 
TIME SDm LA!OB DISfiiBU'fiON 
Eclipse-Pioneer 
Division of tbe Bendix Corporation 
Teterboro, l'ew Jersey 
A 
Reference B Index Dept E Acct 
l'lDiber c Dept Bo. ~ c No. 
3500lPOP A 1990 12432 1990 5 77 11 
35402POP A 1990 o4873 1990 5 77 11 
25409POP A 1990 o8952 1990 5 77 11 
25409POP A 1990 o8952 1990 5 77 11 
663027 • 1990 o8882 1990 5 77 11 
663027 A 1990 11593 1990 5 77 11 
MOftBLY TIME ~ LOOR TAE RUN 
Illustration No. VIII 
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Period ending 5-61 
Hours Dollars 
5.0 14.00 
10.0 38.00 
2.0 6.00 
2.0CR 6.00CR 
2.0 7.00 
3.0 11.00 
20.0 70.00 
20.0* 70.001" 
merely a. summary, details index numbers ot each individual charge. Natu-
rally, this is because ot the volume of employees involved in each class. 
It is well to point out at this time special features ot the 
salary run - namely, "A," "B," and "C" time and the E.c. (Entry Code). 
The latter refers to the labor category involved, and is based on the 
department to which the employee is assigned. In this case, the "5" de-
notes production shop labor. 
"A~" "B," and "C" refer to the category ot the time in whtch 
the labor charge was incurred. "A" time tor example is normal straight 
time (i.e. a forty-hour week). It an employee works forty-four hours in 
a single week, the extra tour hours a.re classified as "B" time or 
straight time overtime. For such a period, he is paid his normal rate. 
"C" time, however, denotes the premium or extra one-halt time that he is 
paid. In hours, this amount would be reflected as 2.0, in4icating one-
halt ot the "B" time. In the illustration, however, all work was done on 
a straight time basis. 
Labor charged by EP accounts is considered as such tor Pershing 
purposes, although it is classified as material when booked to the 50-3 
account. It is recorded in the Sales account and billed as it was in-
curred - as labor. Such hourly charges are taken from the monthly dis-
tribution entitled "Engr. Proj." Here they are identified by account 
number. (Refer to Illustration No. VII.) The column lett blank in the 
direct productive summary would carry this designation. In turn, the 
prodact code shown on the illustration would be neglectedj the depart-
ment charged, however, would be shown for identification purposes. Simi-
larly, the salary labor would be identified as EP labor in the reference 
number column. The account number classification in this case would be 
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MOITBLY EmiREERil«l PROJECT COST 
EITRY CODE 
0 Material and Expense 4 Experilllental Shop Labor 
l Engineering Labor 5 Production Shop Labor 
2 Dra:tting Labor 6 Total ExpeDditures 
3 Laboratory Labor Period ending 5-61 
A 
Proj Proj Acct .m Hrs E Mat• B Labr Burd Total 
llo. Resp Cade No. Worked c ExpAmt Q. Dept Amt Amt Expnd 
3319124 7333 410 5 l 0 400.00 
3319124 7333 410 56 0 10.00 
3319124 7333 410 5 73 0 15.00 
3319124 7333 410 5 204 0 15.00CR 
3319124 7333 410 5 24 240.0 3 A 850.00 765.00 
3319124 7333 410 5 25 30.0 5 A 40 103.00 225.00 
3319124 7333 410 5 25 10.0 5 B 40 31.00 67.50 
28o.Oit 410.~ ;984.~ 1057.501' 2451.50** 
3319130 7331 410 5 1 0 14000.00 
3319130 7331 410 5 24 0 40.00 c 
3319130 7331 410 5 91 0 350.00CR 
3319130 7331 410 5 110 0 100.00 
3319130 7331 410 5 204 0 4o.OOCR 
3319130 7331 410 5 24 3392.0 1 A 12270.00 15951.00 
3319130 7331 410 5 24 8.o 1 B 30.00 39.00 
3319130 7331 410 5 25 900.0 3 A 3200.00 2880.00 
3319130 7331 410 5 24 25.0 4 A 80.00 1o4.oo 
3319130 7331 410 5 25 1500.0 4 A 5000.00 6500.00 
3319130 7331 410 5 25 150.0 5 A 55 485.00 869.50 
5675.0* 13750.001" 21o65.00* 26343.50* 61158.50** 
TAB RUII SHOWIIG P.ERSHilfG ACTIVITY .AGADST EP ACCOUlf.rS 
Illustration l'lo. IX 
\.0 
.p-
blank. As shown on the work sheet, the entry codes would be "l" (Engi-
neering), "3" (Laboratory), and "4" (Exper~ental Shop). 
As noted previously, miscellaneous labor Journal entries are 
otten presented at closi~ time for adJusting purposes. Nonstandard 
Journal Entry No. 5-201 is such an example. In all likelihood, the debit 
to this entry would be reflected in the work sheet on other Pershing 
contracts. In most cases, it is stmply a "wash" entry. 
Presented by Pershing Reporting, Journal Entry No. 5-201 is 
the result of an investigation of labor charges by account and product 
code in the previous month. As submitted to General Accounting, it car-
ries a posting sheet identifying the product codes to be washed and the 
labor centers involved. Because it is going to the inventory accounts, 
no burden is applied on the actual entry. Mr. Tyrrell will include the 
amounts in his application by labor center. The formal entry reads: 
Journal Entry 5-201 
77 Productive Inventory - Labor 
82 " " - Cost of Living Esc. 
Debit 
$99().00 
31.00 
Cr&ti.i 
$990.00 
31.00 
Description: To correct the hourly payroll distribution for the month 
ot April, 1961. 
When it is certain that all entries are in, the total labor 
amounts are totaled across by labor center. Hours are included and like-
wise totaled for invoicing and reporting purposes onlyj no hours are 
booked. The escalation is similarly totaled separately and then brought 
up into the main work sheet so that it may be deducted from total labor 
in order to arrive at net labor for burden. Extension is made on the 
basis of negotiated billing rates. 
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Pershing Factory Closing - Material. Before proceeding, it is 
deemed wise to advise the reader to refer to the specially designed ma-
terial work sheet - Illustration No. X. Considerable comments will be 
directed toward it. 
Chargee to the 76 account are reflected and summarized on this 
sheet. All journal entries which were picked up by Mr. Tyrrell in his 
material ledger are similarly shown. 
Journal Entry No. 1, the Voucher Register, has been discussed 
previously. It is the end result of the voucher distribution tapes and 
finally the voucher register tab run. While Mr. Tyrrell picks up his 
amounts from posting sheets associated with the entry, Pershing Report-
ing is the beneficiary of a special tab run. Those cards charging the 
76 account and Pershing factory accounts whi&h were included in the total 
divisional voucher register tab are segregated and run by account and 
product code. Because of this, it is not too difficult to identify those 
accounts which do and do not take material burden. While this informa-
tion is primarily gained for Pershing's own records, it is also sub-
mitted to Mr. Tyrrell for his burden purposes. 
In a concern the size of Eclipse-Pioneer, many errors are 
bound to occur. Although the voucher tapes are checked by competent per-
sonnel, errors slip by due to the vast volume and the pressure of time. 
The correcting 91 entry is prepared piecemeal by various accounting sec-
tions. Mr. Conron performs this task for all Pershing accounts and sub-
mits his corrections to General Accounting where they are combined with 
other adjustments and formally booked. A copy of the seven-column work 
sheet used for this purpose is given to Pershing Accounting. It lists 
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the voucher number (of the item involved) amount and accounts to be deb-
ited and credited. In the area of productive inventory, the account de-
tails not only the product code1 but also the POP or shop order involved. 
By this information, Pershing Reporting is again able to determine that 
material which does and does not take burden. Likewise, this information 
is passed on to Mr. Tyrrell. 
Expense reports are booked on Journal Entry No. 6. Most 
charges on this entry pertain to travel and subsistence, and consequently 
the majority are charged by engineering and liaison rather than pro-
ductive personnel. In some instances, however, expense material is pur-
Chased, paid for in cash1 and charged to the 76 account with an appro-
priate account number. All such charges are investigated fully for two 
reasons: 
1. The charge is unusual. Pershing Reporting wants to verify 
that is is correct. 
2. ft is possible that a commitment had been set up for this 
purchase. It may have been delivered by hand and paid for out of petty 
cash. Another possibility is that, needing it urgently, an employee 
might have gone out of the plant, personally purchased the item1 and 
then submitted an expense report for remuneration. In either event, the 
commitment would not have been canceled by a routine invoice. Investiga-
tion would disclose if any such commitment had been set up originally; 
if so, a special submittal would be made by Material and Commitments on 
an invoice transmittal sheet to correct the open balance. 
Whenever Eclipse-Pioneer makes purchases from one of its eister 
ddv~s~g.ns in the Bendix Corppration1 a regular invoice is submitted. 
These, however, are not booked on Journal Entry NQ. 1. Instead all in-
tercompany accounts payable are presented on a special entry - Journal 
Entry No. 62. When charges to Pershing factory accounts appear on this 
entry, the invoices are investigated by Pershing Reporting to ascertain 
that no intercompany profit is reported. Although this amount is part 
of the price the division pays, Eclipse-Pioneer's financial policy dic-
tates that it be booked to a separate intercompany profit account. 
EP accounts are booked to the 50-3 account as material. This 
mt,ch we have already seen. Included in this amount is some true material, 
and it is recorded on the work sheet by Journal entry. Illustration No. 
IX is an example of the monthly engineering projects tab run by account 
and journal entry. EP projects are identified by the prefix code "33" 
(i.e. 33 19124). All charges against a project are summarized and to-
taled. 
The material and expense column includes material and premium 
expenses. Premium pay (Journal Entry Nos. 241 731 and 204) is discussed 
later in this chapter, so our concern at present is with the actual ma-
terial. It is listed on the work sheet by journal entry. Column 8 of 
the illustration reflects those EP charges not considered material. As 
such it is made up of premium, labor, and its standard burden. This 
amount is only considered to hit Mr. Tyrrell 1s material amount. As shown, 
as SQOn as cost of sales is arrived at, these spurious material charges 
are deleted. The material cost of sales figure shown on horizontal line 
5 is tied into the amount Mr. Tyrrell books on the 81 entry. 
Journal Entry Nos. 186 and 2o6 are the same that were ill us-
trated in the previous chapter. They are listed after cost of sales is 
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reached because these entries have already been booked to Cost of Sales 
and Sales. They are included in this summary only to arrive at total 
material sales. Mr. Booth's Journal Entry No. 5-186 is shown at billing 
value on the work sheet as computed in Illustration No. XI. Note that 
the form used is identical to that exemplified in the previous chapter 
when Mr. Troman1 s 206 entry was considered. Discounts are the result of 
Mr. Conron1s report to the Reporting section. Detailed by account num-
ber, these credits are segregated by round buy and posted to the appli-
cable work sheet. 
Material burden is applied to applicable amounts at billing 
value and added to the total material for billing purposes. The final 
amount shown on the work sheet will be invoiced to The Martin Company as 
"material." 
Pershing Factoq Closing - Premium. Premium is discussed in 
detail in a later chapter. It is sufficient at this time to point out 
that for Pershing purposes, factory premium comes from two sources: 
1. Premium paid against POP•s and shop orders is charged to a 
special manufacturing expense account, the 835. This account is relieved 
by Pershing Reporting in Journal Entry No. 188 and charged to Cost of 
Sales, Receivables, and Sales. As no definite identification can be 
made by contract, it is allocated on the basis of direct hourly labor. 
Naturally, for illustrative purposes, it is all shown against Round Buy 
No. 1. 
2. Premium also comes from EP charges normally considered as 
Engineering but reclassified because of the factory accounts referenced. 
Due to allowable cost determinations, much of the engineering premium is 
lOQ 
TRAifSFERS OF MATERIAL Wl'fHD THE PERSHim PROJECT 
XTO 
DISTRIBU'l'ION: Mr. C. Sellman SOORCE: Stores Requisitions 
CC: Mr. F. Auerbach 
Mr. D. Schneider REASON: To distribute the value of material requisi-
tioned from production stock for use on 
Pershing CPJ'F projects in the current month. 
SHEE'l 1 OF 1 JE NO.: 5-186 MOif.rH: May, 1961 
-
Total 
Credit Center Base Factor Burden Escalation Billing Debit 
-
Mtl $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $ 400.00 
--
$ 5,400.00 
Eclipse- 100 10.00 16.50 46.20 $ 1.65 64.35 
Pioneer 400 200.00 720.00 1,728.00 72.00 2,520.00 1-55446 
Production 530 140.00 252.00 1,oo8.oo 25.20 1,285.20 
800 50.00 135.00 324.00 13.50 lf72.50 
910 ao.oo 104.00 156.00 10.40 270.40 
Total $5,480.00 $6,227.50 $3,662.20 $122.75 $10,012.45 
(Signed) R. Booth 
Pershing Cost Analysis Department 
Illustration No. XI 
}-1 
0 
1-' 
expensed on Journal Entry No. 204, again prepared by Pershing Reporting. 
By referring once again to Illustration No. IX, and assuming that Jour-
nal Entry No. 5-188 charged $3,000.00 to Cost of Sales, the following 
information would be accumulated by Pershing Reporting: 
EP 19124 
EP 19130 
JE 5-188 
Total 
JE 5-24 
$40.00 
$40.00 
PERSHING FA<Y.rORY EFFORT 
Premium OVertime 
Month of May, 1961 
JE 5-73 
$15.00 
$15.00 
JE 5-204 
$15.00 
$40.00 
$55.00 
Illustration No. XII 
Contract A-28001 
RB# 1 
JE 5-188 Total 
-0-
-0-
$3,000.00 $3,000.00 
$3,000.00 $3,000.00 
Pershing Reporting is now in a position to make its sales entry. 
Material and labor amounts have been tied into Mr. Tyrrell's accumulation 
of productive inventory. No attempt is made to hit his standard burden. 
It is not Pershing's concern; Journal Entry No. 187 will increase the 
50-3 to billing value in any event. 
The description accompanying Journal Entry No. 5-187 reads: 
To record sales and cost of sales at negotiated billing value for factory 
effort incurred in the current month. 
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PERSHING FAcY.rORY EFFORT 
Summary of Factory Sales 
Month of May, 1961 
Material (Per Illustration No. X)) 
Material Burden (Per Illustration No. X) 
Labor (Per Illustration No. VI) 
Labor Burden (Per Illustration No. VI) 
Premium Overtime 
Total subject to G & A 
G & A @ 5% 
Total Factory Sales 
Less JE's booked directly to Salee and 50-3 Account 
JE 5J-186 (at Standard Rates) 
JE 5-188 (3,000@ 10)%) 
J~ 5-206 (at Billir.g Rates) 
Credit to Pershing Sales (313-4 A/c) 
Charge to Pershing Cost of Sales (363-4 A/c) 
Balance to Pershing Receivable (50-3 A/c) 
3,150.00 
14,SOL6o 
Illustration No. XIII 
Contract A-28001 
F:B# 1 
$ 69,784.45 
1,640.00 
108,297.00 
162,350.00 
3,000.00 
345,0?1.45 
17,253.57 
$362,325.02 
:3,220.85 
334,104.17 
308,]81.50 
25,322.67 
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EIDINEERIHl 
The remaining cost categories of Engineering, Tooling, and 
Special Services will be considered in less detail than that afforded 
Factory effort. The reason behind this statement is that Pershing Ac-
counting has no difinite responsibility for their closing. To be sure, 
Pershing Reporting does present various preltminary journal entries 
which apply to these areas, but the final closing is accomplished in 
General Accounting and the CPFF Billing section. Pershing Reporting, 
nevertheless, oversees the several closings; its representatives review 
any unusual charges and are always available for consultation. 
It is important that all engineering effort be identified and 
summarized; Engineering managiment wants to know the activity in which 
its personnel performed. They not only want to know the scope, but also 
the extent of such effort. For this reason, all engineering effort, 
whether from FF's, EP's, MB's, or other divisional accounts, is first 
charged to the 1921 a special deferred engineering work-in-process ac-
count set up specifically for this purpose. After summarization, the 
charges are disbursed to their respective destinations. 
Mr. Robert Ostarticki has been assigned by General Accounting 
to make this accumulation and disbursement. He is more fortunate than 
his co-worker Mr. Tyrrell, however, because he is the beneficiary of an 
engineering projects tab run which summarizes the complete monthly ac-
tivity by account and journal entry. When preliminary closing entries 
are submitted for engineering activity, all charges to the 192 account 
are detailed by account and category on posting sheets. Instead of 
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manually recording the charges, Mr. Ostarticki forwards them to Tabulat-
ing, and they reappear as the monthly engineering project cost tab run. 
An example of' this run has been shown already. Illustration No. IX de-
tails the EP portion which ultimately f'ound its way into factory ef'f'ort. 
A similar example, illustrating the FF charges assumed in May, 1961, is 
shown as Illustration No. XIV. 
The labor charges shown on the tab runs are already in Tabu-
lating's f'iles. They have been computed day by day as the activity is 
incurred. Cards f'or some material (i.e. the Voucher Register Journal 
Entry No. l) are also in Tabulating's hands. Other charges, however, are 
picked up f'rom the eeveral posting sheets which accompany the 192 account 
charges. When punched, cards f'or such expenditures are likewise in-
cluded in the f'inal run to insure its completeness. The burden amounts 
are caluulated automatically by labor category or center in the IBM ma-
chines. 
This tab run is not the only engineerlllng run available. The 
same cards used to ef'f'ect this run by total account are sorted and run 
by entry code for all FF accounts. For example, all code "01 s" are run 
as a group with subtotals after each accounting code. Co4es 1 through 5 
are handled in the same way. Finally, code 6, or total expenditures 
against each FF are listed as a block. 
When Mr. Ostarticki receives the final engineering tab run, he 
has three major duties. First, he checks all accounts f'or their authen-
ticity; any unusual ones are brought to the attention of' Pershing Report-
ing. Secondly, on the basis of' the burden shown on the tab run, two 
journal entries are made. Journal Entry No. 36 charges the 192 account 
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MO:rflBLY ElllDEERIE PROJECT COST 
ElflRY CODE 
0 Material and Expense 4 Exper-ntal Shop Labor 
1 Engineering Labor 5 Production Shop Labor 
2 Drafting Labor 6 Total Expenditures 
3 Laboratory Labor Period ending 5-61 
A 
Proj Proj Acct JE Brs E Mat& B Labr Burd Total 
Bo. Resp Code Bo. Worked c E!i.Amt c Dept Amt Amt Expnd 
3553201 7331 920 51 0 22000.00 
3553201 7331 920 5 6 0 8000.00 
3553201 7331 920 5 24 0 500.00 c 
3553201 7331 920 5 91 0 lOO.OOCR 
3553201 7331 920 5 204 0 4oo.OOCR 
3553201 7331 920 5 206 18o84.00CR 
3553201 7331 920 5 24 2000.0 1 A 8ooo.oo lo400.00 
3553201 7331 920 5 24 250.0 1 B 1000.00 1300.00 
3553201 7331 920 5 25 100.0 1 A 325.00 422.50 
3553201 7331 920 5 24 500.0 3 A 1700.00 1530.00 
3553201 7331 920 5 25 50.0 4 A 100.00 130.00 
3553201 7331 920 5 25 50.0 5 A 54 75.00 84.00 
2950.0* 11316.~ 11200.~ 13866.50* 36382.50** 
3553203 7331 920 5 1 0 2100.00 
3553202 7331 920 564 0 lOO.OOCR 
2000.00* 
* * 
2000 • ()()IHI' 
3553211 7802 921 5 73 0 10.00 
3553211 7802 931 5 110 0 6oo.oo 
3553211 7802 921 5 2o4 0 lO.OOCR 
3553211 7802 921 5 25 70.0 2 A 140.00 231.00 
3553211 7802 921 5 25 10.0 2 B 20.00 33.00 
8o.O* 6oo.OO* 160.00* 264.~ 1024.00** 
TAB RUB SHOWIR.l PERSHING ACTIVl.TY AGAINST FF ACCOUftS 
Illustration Bo. XIV 
..... 
0 
0'\ 
for that burden generated by engineering labor (i.e. codes 1 through 4), 
and Journal Entry No. 14 follows suit for production shop burden. In 
both cases, the credits go to an unabsorbed engineering expense account. 
Finally, Mr. Ostarticki is ready to di,tribt.'te t,1e effort to appropriate 
receivable, work-in-process, and expense accounts. While the journal en-
try carries a great many different accounts, for Pershing purposes it 
would read as below on the basis of the figures in Illustration No. XIV. 
Journal Entry ~. 5-84 
Debit 50-3 Pershing Unbilled Receivables $39,406.50 
Credit 192 Deferred Engineering work-in-process $39,4o6.50 
Description: To distribute Engineering charges incurred in the current 
month. 
The 84 entry, it should be noted, accomplishes the same purpose 
as Mr. Tyrrell's 81 entry for factory effort. The charges af'ter accumu-
lation and standard burden application are removed from the controlling 
accounts and forwarded to Pershing's receivable account. 
The CPFF Billing section records Costs of Sales and Sales on 
these charges just as Pershing Reporting did on the 187 entry. They 
also have designed special work sheets for this purpose. 
The twenty entry work sheets shown in Illustration No. XV de-
tails the steps which are taken to convert the effort, booked at stand-
ard rates to billing value. It should be remembered that in practice 
the three parts of this computation are made on separate sheets. Indeed 
due to the large number of FF 1 s now open, Part B encompasses two twenty-
one column sheets. In addition, production shop labor and burden is 
segregated on an individual sheet, and only the totals per FF are shown 
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on the main work sheet. For convenience and brevity, they have been 
combined on one sheet for the purposes of this illustration. 
Part A of the work sheet is copied directly from the engineer-
ing tab run in Illustration No. XIV. The "35" prefix to the FF number 
is a code, similar to the "33" used to identify EP accounts. The account-
ing code listed on the tab run is tor summary purposes. It identifies 
FF's 53201 and 53203 as different phases ot the same sales order. Ac-
cordingly they are consolidated on all parts of the twenty entry work~ 
sheet as FF 53201. 
The material and expense amount in column l of the work sheet 
includes all code "O" charges on the tab run with the exception of Jour-
nal Entry No. 5-64. These charges are exclusively discounts and have 
been directly booked to the Cost ot Sales and Sales accounts on their 
own. Therefore, they are set otf separately along with production shop 
labor and burden so that they will not be again included in Cost of Sales 
or Sales as computed by Part B ot the work sheet. 
On the basis of the brief examples shown, it may not be clear 
why production shop is segregated. In practice, however, many different 
labor centers (1001 4001 5401 etc.) are charged to the several FF ac-
counts. As such, each burden has to be calculated indepeniently on the 
separate backup sheet mentioned previously. 
The labor and burden amounts, are copied under the appropriate 
code directly f'rom the tab run by FF number. Included in the burden 
heading is a conversion percentage. In practice, when the amounts are 
written on a work sheet in black pencil, blue or red penciled figures 
are written above the standard burden amount. These denote the necessary 
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adjusting amounts needed to bring the burden to billing value. Blue 
would denote an increase in burden while red, naturally, would indicate 
that the billing burden rate was less than the standard. In this illus-
tration, the conversions are recorded on separate lines for clarity. 
Part C of the work sheet illustrates the computation needed to 
arrive at billing burden on production shop labor. The figure on the 
left hand side of the direct labor amount reflects the applicable hours 
worked. 
Part B of the work sheet is the one to which Pershing Report-
ing frequently refers for information. Parts A and C are merely devices 
to help the CP.FF Billing section determine the figures to be reflected 
on this sheet. 
Journal Entry Nos. 11 911 and 110 have previously been discussed 
in connection with factory effort. A word about the others listed under 
material and expense is appropriate, however. 
Journal Entry No. 5-6 is charged for expense reports of Pershing 
Engineering representatives. Not all of the $8,ooo.oo shown, however, is 
allowable under the contract with The Martin Company. In this contract 
it is stated that Martin will pay all transportation and lodging incurred 
in performance of the contract. It further sets up the rate of $13.00 
a day per diem per traveler in lieu of actual costs. Because Pershing's 
representatives live and eat first class while away from the Teterboro 
area, many times this figure is exceeded. The CP.FF Billing section makes 
an adjustment in the following month to the amount previously claimed. 
Note that this deduction (line 32) is made after Cost of Sales has been 
determined. 
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While the premium pay for salary overtime work is booked on 
Journal Entry No. 241 similar expense for hourly employees charging 
engineering projects is recorded on Jouraal Entry No. 73. Journal Entry 
No. 204, as was pointed out in factory effort, is an overtime adjustment 
entry prepared by Pershing Reporting. Journal Entry No. 2o6, it will be 
remembered, reflects the transfer of engineering material to production. 
Mr. Troman's entry credited the 192 account, and it shows up on the tab 
run and subsequently on Journal Entry 5-20. 
The engineering labor and burden and production shop labor and 
burden is simply copied from Part A of the work sheet. With these amounts 
included, the result is Cost of Sales which is booked. Again, note that 
the 64 entry which pertains to discounts is not shown on this part of 
the work sheet. It was included in Part A merely to tie in to the tab 
run. 
After Cost of Sales is determined, the objective is to reach a 
sales figure at billing value. The additional engineering burden is adied. 
Had the standard rates been higher than billing) this amount would appear 
in red. Production shop burden, in total, is eliminated and the billing 
burden, computed separately in Part C1 is substituted. The subsistence 
deletion is reflected, and the work sheet now shows sales at billing values 
before general and administrative expense or secondaries. With this addi-
tion, the work sheet is complete, and the journal entry booked. 
Journal Entry No. 5-20 
Debit 50-3 Pershing Unbilled Receivables 
Debit 363-4 Pershing Cost of Sales 
Credit 313-4 Pershing Sales 
$ 3,096.73 
39J5o6.50 
$42,603.23 
Description: To record sales and cost of sales at negotiated billing value 
for engineering activity in the current month. 
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TOOLING ~ ~ EQUIPMEJfl' 
The Tooling and Test Equipment closing entry deviates from 
those previously discussed under Engineering and Factory effort in that 
the charges are booked to Pershing accounts at standard value. Conver-
sion to billing is effected in the following month via an adjusting 
entry prepared by the CPFF Billing section. 
Tooling charges originate with SB accounts and are accumulated 
in the 181-2 general ledger account by Mr. Charles Roth of General Ac-
counting. The 181-2 is a controlling account set up to handle the ex-
penditures against "special tools." The charges are collected off a 
varying assortment of tab runs and posting sheets which are all routed to 
Mr. Roth at closing time. Illustration No. XVI details the journal 
entries and amounts to be assumed in this category. 
Test Equipment is charged by MB 1s and, as such, is collected 
in the 192 account. An Engineering projects tab run (Illustration No. 
XVII), similar to that shown tor F.F 1s and EP's, denotes the charges in-
curred in the fictitious month of May, 1961. Notice that this tab run 
carries no burden amounts. This is because of the problem of identify-
ing the proper labor center on such a summary tab run. A separate tab 
run, however 1 is available to Mr. Roth so that he can determine the bur-
den to be applied. 
After accumulating the labor and material charges in the 181-2 
and 192 accounts 1 the amounts are lnUl in and out of the 181 account on 
Journal Entry No. 30 and forwarded to the 51-21 a special receivable ac-
count for Tooling and Test Equipment budgets. The reason for this seem-
ingly wasteful "wash" in the 181 account is simple. Many of Exlipse-
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PERSHOO TOOI.IIC CBDGES AGADS'f SB ACCOUlffS 
Month of lla71 1961 
SB 180 SB 184 
Hours Dollars Hours Dollars Hours Dollars 
JE 5-l $1200.00 $llf.oo.oo $ 26oo.oo 
JE 5-9 200.00 200.00 
JE 5-110 40.00 8o.oo 120.00 
JE 5-169 20.00 20.00 
JE 5-24 9Q.O 300.00 75.0 250.00 165.0 550.00 
JE 5-25 475.0 1500.00 68o.o 2000.00 1155.0 3500.00 
Burden on Labor 1800.00 2250.00 4050.00 
Subtotal 565.0 $5o60.oo 755.0 $5980.00 1320.0 $llolt.O.OO 
G & A Expense 253.00 299.00 552.00 
Total 'fool Chgs. ~6~.0 !5313.00 755.0 $6279.00 1320.0 fll592.00 
Illustration Bo. XVI 
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MO:tmn.Y E!OilfDRilfG PROJECT COST 
-
EBTRY CODE 
0 Material and Expense 4 Exper:l.aental Shop Labor 
1 Engineering Labor 5 Production Shop Labor 
2 Drafting Labor 6 Total Expenditures 
3 Laboratory Labor 
Period ending 5-61 
A 
ProJ Proj Acct JE Hrs E Mat& B Labr Burd Total 
No. Reap Code No. Worked c Exp Alit Q. Dept Amt Amt Expnd 
39 7201 18o6 720 5 1 0 1000.00 
39 7201 18o6 720 5 91 0 200.00 
39 7201 18o6 720 5 110 0 50.00 
39 7201 18o6 721 524 3000.0 1 A 10000.00 
39 7201 18o6 721 5 25 1500.0 3 A 4500.00 
39 7201 18o6 721 5 25 100.0 4 A 270.00 
46oo.O* 1250. ()()If' 14770.()()If' 
* 16020.00** 
39 7326 18o6 722 5 1 0 6oo.oo 
39 7326 18o6 722 5 25 200.0 3 A 500.00 
200.0* 600.()()It 500. ()()If' 
* 1100.00** 
TAB RUB SHOWim PERSHING ACTIVITY AGAINST MB ACCOUITS 
Illustration No. XVII 
1-' 
':P-
Pioneer's Tooling and Test Equipment projects are on a nonsurrenderable 
basis. In other words, they are considered assets of the division and, 
as such, are amortized. Such charges would not go to the 51-2 account; 
instead they would be properly charged to an appropriate control account. 
Pershing activity in this area is on a surrenderable basis, 
however, and the procedures which govern other Tools and Test Equipment 
control in this case also. Nevertheless, they come out of the 181 exactly 
as they entered; no amortization is performed. 
Burden computed by Mr. Roth joins the base charges in the 51-2 
account by way of Journal Entry No. 70. As was the case with Journal 
Entry No. 301 this entry applies to both areas, Tools and Test Equipment. 
Collected in such a manner, the total charges are destined for their re-
spective receivable accounts, in the case under consideration, the 50-31 
on final Journal Entry No. 5-142. 
For illustrative purposes, Tooling labor is assumed to be en-
tirely from the 1800 department. In order to point up Test Equipment's 
special problems, however, assume the $500.00 charged against MB 7326 
was charged by a regular engineering employee -- in this case a labora-
tory technician -- while the rest of the labor originated in the 1800 de-
partment. Under such a basis, the total MB burden booked on the 70 entry 
would be $151 220.00 {$14,790.00@ lOQ% or $14,770.00 plus $500.00@ 9o% 
or $450.00). Note that from the tab run, it is impossible to tell the 
correct labor center. In the case of MB charges, the entry code is mean-
ingless; code "3" under MB 7201 appears no different from code "3" along-
side MB 7326. The specia: ~ab run, used for booking and billing burden 
purposes, however, designates each charga by employee index number. It 
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is from this source that Mr. Roth determined the 200.0 hours was worked 
by a '!·regular" engineer or, to be more exact, a regular laboratory man. 
A backup sheet to this entry is filed, and a copy is given to 
Pershing Reporting. The sheet details each Tooling and Test Equipment 
budget by (1) material, labor, and expense, (2) burden, (3) G & A ex-
pense, and finally (4) total. The entry itself relieves the special 
tooling receivable account and charges Pershing Cost of Sales for its 
due. To this amount, general and administrative expense is added, and 
the 50-3 and 313-4 accounts are charged. 
Journal Entry No. 5-142 
Debit 50-3 Pershing Unbilled Receivables 
Debit 363-4 Pershing Cost of Sales 
Credit 51-2 Special Tools Receivables 
Credit 313-4 Pershing Sales 
$33,957.00 
32,340.00 
$32,340.00 
33,957.00 
Description: To distribute to the proper accounts the costs accumulated 
in the unbilled tool charges account during the current 
month and to set up approp~iate Sales and Cost of Sales. 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
Special Services charges are reflected in the 1200 general 
ledger accounts. Expenditures for labor, hear, light, etc. are directly 
booked into this account. Posting sheets accompany each entry and re-
veal the department (45011 45021 etc.) and the detail account affected 
(i.e. 12111 1213-21 etc.}. Mr. Paul Donahue of General Accounting, 
keeper of the division's ledgers, posts all charges. When all entries 
are in, Journal Entry No. 155 is prepared to relieve the 1200 account of 
the charges incurred and debit Pershing Cost of Sales. General and ad-
ministrative expense is computed and with the basic charges is booked to 
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Pershing Receivables and Sales. Assuming that $50,000.00 was accumulated 
in the 1200 account, fhe following entry would be presented. 
Journal Entry No. 5-155 
Debit 50-3 Pershing Receivables 
Debit 363-4 Pershing Cost of Sales 
Credit 313-4 Pershing Sales 
$52,500.00 
50,000.00 
Credit 1200 Pershing Special Service Expense 
$52,500.00 
50,000.00 
Description: To transfer to Cost of Sales general service expense appli-
cable to the Pershing contracts and to record the above in 
Sales and Receivables. 
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CHAP.rER 2. 
CPFF FUNariONS 
Besides the responsibility of recording historical data in the 
general and expense ledgers, Pershing Accounting faces tasks applicable 
to CPFF operations which will be considered in this section. 
REPORTS REQUIRED BY CONrRACT 
The Martin Company deemed it necessary to write into the con-
tract instructions for the preparation of three reports. It details the 
information wanted, forms to be used, and the dates on which the reports 
are due. 
"OP 48" is the term used to identify the monthly expenditure 
and commitment report. (All Martin reports have OP prefixes; they 
merely denote the form on which the report is published.) Delivered to 
the Sales office for distribution to Martin, the report basically is a 
breakdo.wn of the charges compiled in the closing by contract and Martin 
category. Open commitment balances received from Mr. Conronts section 
are included to reflect the total cost expended and committed in the 
month and total to date. This report fulfills the contractual obligation 
of providing the prime contractor with a detailed summarization of finan-
cial data in their own language. Pershing Reporting reassembles the same 
figures obtained in the closing into the several categories defined by 
Martin. The authority for such allocation is received from the Sales 
Office in the form of "Martin category sheets." 
When completed, the report shows each category in three ways: 
(1) prior cumulative, (2) current month activity, and (3) total to date 
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cumulative amounts. In addition, per instructions in the contract, the 
amounts are broken out into the following elements: 
1. Labor hours 
2. Labor dollars 
3. Burden 
~. Material 
5. Other direct charges 
6. Subtotal 
7. G & A expense 
8. Total excluding fee 
9. Fee 
10. Total including fee 
11. Open commitments 
12. G & A on open commitments 
13. Fee on open commitments 
1~. Total cost 
Before releasing the report to the Sales office, the amounts 
shown are tied into the Sales account to verify the completeness of the 
charges. No notes er::Yritten explanations accompany the report. 
The OP 103 is a report compiled each Thursday of the expend!-
tures aDd commitments incurred in the preceding week. In pre-tabulating 
days, this assemblage took the entire Reporting section one-half day of 
concentrated effort. Regular divisional payroll runs were utilized. To-
day, however, Pershing Tabulating prepares a special run of all labor 
charges by accounting code, and it takes only one person about two hours 
to complete the entire report. 
By contract Eclipse-Pioneer is required to submit the OP 103 to 
'he Martin resident representative at noon on the Thursday following the 
week just completed. In the normal course of events, there is no prob-
lem in supplying this information. A complication arises 1 however, when 
a month ends on a working day in the middle of a week. Tabulating does 
not have the necessary labor information in some cases to run a full re-
port. It can either run two or three, eta. day actuals or wait until the 
following week and run six, seven, or eight, etc. day actuals. Marting, 
however, is not interested in reports covering these unusual periods. 
They are concerned only about a full week's activity (i.e. from Monday 
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morning to Sunday night). When such information is unavailable, Pershing 
Reporting supplies them ,.,..ith a weekly estimate of the charges. 
Because vouchered material, as seen in the monthly closing, does 
not ~low in evenly during the month, only the amounts committed during 
the week are reported as material. Pershing Material and Commitments 
does not get a significant volume of vouchers until the last few days of 
the month. The committed figure, relayed back to Pershing Reporting on 
the weekly run as material, is actually the same material transmitted 
during the preceding week on Mr. Conron1s purchase order transmittal 
sheets. 
The OP 103 as submitted to the Sales office for 41stribution to 
Martin carries the following dollar amounts along with engineering and 
manufacturing hours. It should be noted that tooling and test equipment 
charges are classified as manufacturing, while special services is allo-
cated between the two. 
1. Engineering Labor 
2. 2. Engineering Burden 
3. Manufacturing Labor 
4. Manufacturing Burden 
5. Other Direct Charges (travel, premium, etc.) 
6. Material Commitments 
7. General and Administrative Expense 
8. Subtotal 
9. Fee 
10. Total Expenditures 
The OP 103 is not broken out into Martin categories as was the 
monthly report. Amounts are simply reflected in total. Again no notes 
or explanations accompany the report. 
A monthly overtime report ( OP 104) is also required by contract. 
The actual report itself is very easy to prepare. It simply lists the 
straight time hours and applicable premium dollars charged to Martin in 
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the month and cumulative total to date. These amounts are not broken 
out by category or contract. 
The methods used to determine the #igures set forth, however, 
are not so simple. A great number of factors have to be combined in a 
minimum of time. The procedures and the regulations behind them are 
worth a more detailed investigation. 
Each of the three Pershing contracts contain clauses pertaining 
to the allowability of overtime premium pay. One clause states that the 
payment of such overtime will only be allowed to the extent approved in 
accordance with ASPR 12-102. Another in referring to special allowable 
costs provides that premium pay, when clearly allocable to work on the 
project, is allowable bu~ only on Martin's prior written approval. 
Investigation of section 12-102.2 reveals the policy of the De-
partment of Defense: 
Contracts will be performed so far as practicable without 
the use of overtime, extra pay shifts or multi-shifts, and 
in particular without the use of overtime as a regular em-
ploJB8nt practice. Overtime ••• when required, shall, to 
the extent practicable, be limited to and be the minimum 
needed for the accomplishment of specific work.2 
Section 12-102.31 Part C goes on to state that payment tor over-
time work on CPF.F contracts will be allowed to the extent approved in 
ASP.R 12-10214 or as provided in ASP.R 12-102.5. 
Sections 12-102.~ and 12-102.5 concern themselves with approvals 
and exceptions respectively. The former indicates that the premium pay 
is allowable it it is expended to: 
(i) ••• meet delivery or performance schedules and such 
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schedules are determined to be extended to the maximum 
consistant with essential military objectives; (ii) ••• 
make up delays beyond the control and without the fault 
of negligence of the contractor; or {iii) ••• eliminate 
foreseeable production bottlenecks of an extended nature 
which can not be eliminated in any other way.3 
The author must assume that such conditions are being met in 
the authorization of overtime. Delivery schedules are not available to 
me1 and I can make no firm statement that the policy of the Department of 
Defense is being carried out. Assuming that everything is proper, how-
ever1 it is now desirable to turn to abe other contract clause calling 
for the prime contractors prior written approval for allowable overtime. 
Each month Martin1 looking ahead to its needs and schedules, 
sends a telegram to the Pershing Sales office authorizing a certain num-
ber of hours as allowable and recoverable. Two copies of this message 
are received in Pershing Accounting. One is kept for referencej the other 
is hand carried to the Army auditor assigned to the project for his use. 
This authorization is a very broad one. No memtion is made of the areas 
in which Martin wishes the added expense incurred, nor is any indication 
given as to any allocation between the several contracts. 
All overtime activity at Eclipse-Pioneer has to be authorized 
by appropriate supervisory personnel. The Sales office must sign all 
overtime passes for Pershing::activity; they also keep a running ncord 
of such author-izations for control purposes. Every month1 however1 there 
are more overtime hours worked than approved by The Martin Company. To 
fUlfill the contract and abide by ASP.R 1 all excess must be charged to 
Eclipse-Pioneer expense and not included as an item on the invoices to 
the prime contractor. 
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Pershing Reporting, on the basis of the authorizing telegram 
and an assemblence of the actual overtime hours worked, expenses the ap-
plicable excess premium dollars. Manufacturing premium is identified 
from tab runs showing the 835 premium expense account in the three Per-
shing labor centers. As no hours are shown, an average rate is used for 
their determination. FF, EP, and MB accounts, revealing both hours and 
dollars, are likewise summarized as engineering effort. Special Services 
data is also available and is included on the work sheet. 
At the present point in this accumulation, hours are the most 
important ingredient because this measure was expressly stated in the 
telegram. After summarizing the total picked up, the hours authorized 
by Martin are deducted, leaving the excess to be expensed. The practice 
has been to identify this excess from the total listed as engineering 
(i.e. from FF, EP, and MB accounts). Accordingly, hours are arbitrarily 
designated to equal the number in excess, and the premium dollars appli-
cable to these hours are expensed on a nonstandard journal entry. This 
operation was illustrated by Journal Entry No. 5-204. Note in Illustra-
tion No. XIV that the entry reversed only $400.00 of the $500.00 premium 
dollars shown against FF 53201. The remaining $100.00 was allowed to 
stand because it was considered in the amount to be billed to Martin. In 
addition, note that the premium charges against FF 53211 were all expensed 
along with BP's 19124 and 19130 shown on Illustration No. IX. 
Eclipse-Pioneer Accounting policy dictates that the 835 account 
be cleared each month. Pershing Reporting accordingly relieves the ac-
count of charges to its productive labor centers (540, 550, and 560) on 
Journal Entry No. 188 and records the amounts in the Receivable, Cost of 
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Sales, and Sales account. Thit premium is wholely recoverable and is 
billed to The Martin Company. The hours applicable to the premium dol-
lars are considered as being included in the amount authorized. Special 
Services overtime charges are likewise considered and are left in the 
1200 account to await disposition and billing. 
These procedures, although aWkward and unexact, are fine as 
far as they go. However, all premium charges to Pershing activity are 
not included in the summary and, hence, not considered in the amount ex-
pensed. 
What about charges against Tooling SB's and other productive 
centers aside from the three used exclusively for Pershing operations? 
In the first case, the figures are not available until the entry has been 
booked; and in the second situation, there is no way of determining the 
amountl which apply to Pershing. Considering only contractual and Gov-
ernment regulations, this second case is unimportant. Because Pershing 
activity cannot be identified, it is expensed with the other charges 
without even being considered by Pershing accountants. The SB charges, 
however, are not included in the summary used in determining the hours 
to be expended, nor are they expensed. In the Tooling illustration (No. 
XVI), the charges from Journal Entry No. 169 are not large. By this 
standard $20.00 compared to the millions annually spent is insignificant. 
The amounts in actual practice, however, can be and many times are size-
able. Salary personnel also work overtime on SB budgets even though the 
illustration reflects no such expenditures. 
The point is that these charges should be considered along with 
those Engineering, Production, and Special Services amounts available at 
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closing time. The Martin Company is being charged for more than they 
authorized because these charges are not taken into account. It is con-
ceded that nothing can be done about the premium paid to productive per-
sonnel working on the project in non-Pershing labor centers. But it is 
the author's belief that revised procedures could correct the SB situa-
tion and bring the billing closer to the amount authorized. 
It is suggested that the accumulation and subsequent journal 
entries which determine the amount to be billed be put off for a month. 
In other words, the May charges, usually journalized and invoiced in 
June, would be handled in the month of July. This would allow Pershing 
accountants time to identify all possible overtime charges and include 
them in the summary for allocation. It would also mean that the over-
time report would be a month late. An amendment, therefore, to the pres-
ent contracts should reflect the new date. In my opinion, the added ac-
curacy and completeness of the invoices and report justifies the means. 
PERSHDG nrrERNAL REPORTS 
Pershing management is the recipient of reports containing ex-
penditures and commitments on a weekly and monthly basis. Derived from 
the same information used in the preparation of the Martin reports, these 
reports nevertheless reveal much more detail. 
The monthly report lists each sales order by current and total-
to-date amounts. The charges, subtotaled by the four major elements of 
cost (i.e. material, labor, burden, and other direct costs), are pre-
cisely identified. For example, material is classified as "purchases," 
"other material," and "intra-Pershing transfers." Engineering labor is 
broken out into its five components while Special Services, Tooling, Test 
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Equipment, and Produetion hours and dollars are all designated. :Burden 
and other direct costs are similarly shown. Although fixed fee is not 
shown on this report, G & A is, along with open commitment activity and 
balances. 
Special forms have been deTised for the reporting of these 
charges. Until October, 1959, each sales order was individually typed 
on Mimeograph paper. With the advent of Round :Buy No. 2, however, the 
number of sales orders became so large that it was decided to pencil in 
the amounts on large 12" by 20" sheets. Accommodating three complete 
sales orders each, these sheets are "blown down" to the normal 8!" by 11" 
standard size. To illustrate the immensity of the operation today, the 
internal report for October, 1960, completed in November, contained 
ninety-five pages. 
The sales orders are arranged in sequence, by category, so 
that all Engineering, Tooling, Production, etc. operations are separ-
able. Moreover, summaries are prepared for each such classification. 
Copies of applicable sheets are forwarded to the department head con-
cerned so that he may have ready access to the monthly and total-to-date 
actuals. The Sales office gets complete copies of the report for ref-
erence purposes. 
The weekly report is, today, primarily a tabulating contribu-
tion. The same cards used to provide the information summarized on the 
OP 103 are run again, this time with the sales order printed. Pershing 
Reporting merely coordinates the sheets, provides a summary for conveni-
ence, and delivers them to Pershing department heads. 
The task, however, was not always so simple for Pershing ac-
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countants. While the Martin OP 103 took the Reporting section all morn-
ing to prepare, the weekly sales order report was the sole responsibility 
of one man. His duties in this connection were usually not terminated 
until the Tuesday of the following week when all charges had been manu-
ally identified by sales order, summarized, typed, and distributed. 
Thas example points up better than most the progress that Pershing Ac-
counting has made in refining its procedures. In pretab days, the re-
ports were delivered too late to be of any great assistance to the 
recipients. Manual work, of course, is often subject to human error, 
and it can be stated that due to this element, the reports were not as 
accurate as they are today under Tabulating's control. 
This released time has afforded Pershing Reporting opportunity 
to be of greater service. The weekly information is now utilized for 
control purposes over the forecase. 
FORECASTDTG 
Forecasting is an important part of internal control at 
Eclipse-Pioneer. Management regards the estimetes 83 targets and de-
mands answers from responsible personnel a.s to any appreciable deviation. 
The division works primarily on the basis of a four-month forecast, pre-
pared monthly. The current month under cons !deration is, of course, the 
primary interest, but management also looks to the other three-month es-
timates for possible trends. The forecase is geared to present the de-
sired effortj it is not prepared solely on the basis of normal activity. 
As such, it is a goal, the attainment of which is important. 
In the Pershing project, the forecast is prepared in Pershing 
Accounting. Tbe:3basic estimates, however, come from those closest to the 
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scene of variable activity. Thus, Production submits estimates for its 
effort; Tooling, Test Equipment, and Engineering management do likewise. 
The one fixed portion of the project - Special Services - is forecasted 
by the Sales Office. 
The line department heads estimate on the basis of the hours 
which they will work. These figures are received in Pershing Accounting 
by labor center for the four-month period. The amount of material to be 
used is also forecasted by these individuals. In recent months, Per-
shing Accounting has been called upon to assist Mr. Clark (Pershing Ma-
terial Controls) in determining a basis for his production forecast. 
Consequently Mr. Conran's section has supplied him with figures pertain-
ing to productive material by delivery date. With the aid of this infor-
mation, Mr. Clark is able to forecast the hours and material dollars 
more effectively. 
On the basis of the hours received from the several categories, 
dollar amounts are extended. Average labor rates are recomputed ~ach 
month and burden is computed at negotiated billing, standard, and re-
serve rates. Special considerations such as salary average to actual 
adjustments are also considered to arrive at a total sales forecast. 
At completion the figures are discussed with the project mana-
ger, Mr. McWilliams. The forecasting personnel also attend this meeting 
and support their estimates. Often, however, Mr. McWilliams will sug-
gest that the forecast be altered before it is released. On the basis 
of his recommendations, it is revised and subsequently published to top 
management by Pershing Reporting. 
Until the spring of 1960, the work of the department in regard 
to the forecast would end with this release. Comparisons were made at 
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month end closing, but Pershing Accounting did not have the personnel or 
the time to exercise any significant analysis or control. 
With Tabulating's intiroduction and its subsequent effect on 
expendable man hours, the department found that it could provide a real 
service to the project. The contributions came on gradually. At first 
the weekly information was merely projected to monthly activity and com-
pared to the forecast. On this basis, total over-<'· and underruns could 
be seen early in the month. The activity categories could also be iden-
tified, and the information derived was passed on to the forecasters 
for their action. 
No significant improvement, however, was gained. When this be-
came apparent, procedures were changed once again, and a further analysis 
was made. It was deemed necessary to break the individual forecasts 
down by labor center, and, weekly, release the information derived to 
the same forecasters and Mr. McWilliams. Furthermore, a written expla-
nation was attached to the pre-prepared form giving Accounting's opinion 
on the apparent and possible trends and results. 
This report, perhaps, is Pershing's most significant report 
to management. In this area the department performs a vi tal and much 
needed service by revealing actual information as it happens and by in-
dicating deviations, both favorable and unfavorable, at a time when cor-
rections can be made. The recording of' historical cost is turned into a 
means and not an end in itself'. 
INVOICIOO 
Contracts with The Martin Company specify that invoices ac-
companied by supporting statements of' cost be received in the Orlando, 
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Florida, home office by the twentieth day of each following month. In 
addition, certification is required. 
Certification is common to subcontracts of substantial amounts. 
It merely declares that the bill, as presented, is correct and just and 
submitted with the knowledge that the amounts paid under it will become 
the basis of a claim against the Government. 
In practice, three separate invoices are presented for each 
contract. One is concerned exclusively with factory effort, another 
with fixed fee, and the third with a combination of engineering, tooling, 
test equipment, and special services charges. 
The latter invoice is prepared by the CPFF Billing section 
primarily from the information gathered in the monthly closing; the base 
amounts of material and labor are adjusted while the burden, of course, 
is computed at negotiated rates. While material purchases are decreased 
by discount amounts received from Pershing Material and Commitments, 
labor is subject to more detailed revision. Salary labor charges, as 
found on the 20 entry, are adjusted by "average to actual" computation. 
Salary labor is paid bimonthly on the basis of an average 
rate. This rate is used to convert the hours, as recorded on time sheets, 
into dollars. These dollars, however, do not reflect accurate monthly 
charges because of the difference of monthly working hours. For example 
the month of May, 1961, has 176 working hours while the monthly average 
is 173.3. A conversion factor, therefore, is applied to the salary la-
bor for billing purposes. The Army Audit Agency has insisted on compu-
tation for this invoice only. Consequently, while Engineering, Tooling, 
qnd Te3t Equipment are affected by the adjustment, the factory invoice 
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is not. The given reason is that the salary amounts are negligible in 
this one area and tend to offset over the months. This "offsetting" ar-
gument has been used by the CPFF Billing section also but to no avail. 
The claim is that the amounts are too sizeable to go through unadjusted. 
The burden is, of course, revised in proportion to the factor 
used. Along with the labor and discounts, these adjustments are booked 
the following month on the 64 entry, which has been discussed previously 
in connection with purchase discounts. The entry's purpose is to adjust 
the books to the amounts billed. 
Pershing Reporting prepares the factory effort invoice directly 
from the work sheets used for the 187 sales entry. Unless an error in 
the booking is discovered, no adjustments are made; factory discounts 
are booked with the regular closing entry. The reader will find a de-
scription or the fixed fee invoices later in this chapter. 
With the completion or the invoices and statements or cost in 
pencil, they are typed and recorded in Accounts Receivable. Arter certi-
fication, they are submitted to Pershing Sales for distribution to Martin 
and the Government. 
In my tenure on the project, Army Auditors have made one com-
prehensive audit of Pershing invoices. At this time, they required tab 
runs and the actual labor tickets and time sheets supporting the billing. 
These items along with all green requisitions, expense reports, and work 
sleets are always available for inspection, although old labor tickets 
are removed to storage after a month. The important point, however, is 
that the department has suitable support for its charges. In addition to 
this audit, a representative of the New York Ordnance District is given 
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a tab run detailing all purchases listed on the statements of cost as 
Journal Entry No. 11 the Voucher Register. His inveatigation consists 
of picking a sample of the amounts thereon. Pershing Material and Com-
mitments accordingly delivers the original purchase order and voucher 
for his consideration. 
RESERVE FOR PRICE ADJUSTMENT 
In Pershing CPFF operations the sales account is reflected at 
negotiated billing value. As such, it does not represent the actual 
costs. In order to make profit and loss statements realistic, therefore, 
the sales account should be adjusted close to the expected actual. This 
is accomplished by setting up a reserve for price adjustment. 
The negotiated billing rates are only used for convenience 
sake to recover burden and general and administrative expense, because 
the actual overhead is not known. Pershing contracts are based on actual 
cost and are revised on a fiscal year basis as the actuals are determined. 
One entry, however, at yearts end adjusting the sales account would seri-
ously distort it; therefore, the adjustment is recorded every month. 
The reserve rates, released by Mr. Hayest office, are consi-
dered to be as close to actual as possible; they are the result of care-
ful study by Statistical Accounting. 
The actual computation of the reserve {a simple task) is per-
formed by Pershing Reporting for factory effort and the CPFF Billing sec-
tion for all other charges. Burden and G & A amounts are merely recom-
puted under the reserve rates. The amounts so calculated are, for prac-
tical purposes 1 the "actual" expenditures. The variance between these 
!\actuals" and the charges at billing value is the 'igure booked. 
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The CP.FF Billing section combines the figure submitted by Per-
shing w1 th their own computation and books the entry. Journal Entry 
No. 159 charges Pershing Sales and records the offset in the 249 Reserve 
for Price Adjustment account. 
This section also keeps records for revision or price rede-
termination purposes. Annually when the actuals are determined, a cor-
recting invoice is prepared. A journal entry is also booked to (1) ad-
just the sales account to the revised actuals, (2) reflect the invoice 
in the receivables account, and (3) close out the reserve account for 
the amount applicable. 
FUNDOO 
On a regular commercial job, there is usually no question as 
to the amount of money to be paid for the items or services rendered. 
An agreement is reached, prior to the start of the work which states the 
intended remuneration. According to the terms of the contract, the money 
is paid either in a lump sum or installments. The point is that the 
cost is identified beforehand. 
In dealing with CPFF contracts, however, this situation is not 
true. The amount paid by the principal fluctuates with the amount ex-
pended by the contractor; indeed even the fee, although fixed, fluctuates 
as to the percentage or ratio that it assumes. By their very nature 
CPFF contracts denote an uncertainty about the final consideration. The 
amount of money available for the same operation, however, is ascertain-
able. 
The contracts spell out funded amounts specifically. They state 
that so many dollars are committed to allow performance under the scope 
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of the cont~act for the negotiated period of performance. The contracts 
also detail funded limits on certain cost categories. Moreover, the 
contractor is warned not to incur any costs over the stated amounts with-
out first obtaining prior written approval. 
Pershing Reporting keeps abreast of the funded limits and 
faithfully compares these amounts to those reported on the OP 48 to as-
certain the degree to which the limits are being approached. Any cate-
gory which is close is reported to the Sales office. In turn, Martin is 
notified and makes the decision whether to increase the fUnded amount by 
contract amendment or halt the ef~ort. By following these procedures, 
Pershing Accounting assists the division in adhering to the contractual 
requirements. 
The Pershing Sales of~ice is responsible for allocating the 
amounts funded by Martin. It does so in a proper but arbitrary manner. 
As new phases of activity are opened up, the Sales office releases a 
portion of the total funds to cover that one operation. The sales order 
itself designates the work to be performed, the block of accounts re-
stricted for its charges, and the amount funded. As previous estimates 
are revised, supplements are issued to increase or decrease the original 
amounts. 
Pershing Reporting analyzes and records each sales order and 
supplement as it is received. A seven column work sheet is prepared to 
keep a running record of the changes of each individual sales order. 
This sheet is detailed by base amount (labor, material, and burden) along 
with the G & A and fee extensions to arrive at the billing value stated 
on the sales order or supplement. At any given time the total funded for 
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a specific operation can be easily ascertained by investigation of the 
sheets. An analysis of unreleased funds is also performed. These funds 
are, of course, the difference between the total available to the pro-
ject and the summation of the numerous sales orders already outstanding. 
An analysis similar to the one performed for the amounts funded 
per the contract is undertaken every month. After bringing the supple-
ments up to date, the funded sales orders are compared with the expended 
sales orders as shown on the internal report. As the latter does not 
show fee, the comparison is between amounts including general and ad-
ministrative expense. Any over-expenditure or large underrun is reported 
to the Sales office. A decision similar to the one made by Martin either 
increases the funds or restricts the activity. 
FIXED FEE 
Although fixed fee remuneration is the distinctive feature of 
the Pershing contracts, it has been given little consideration up to this 
point. The main reason for this is that fee is not considered in the 
daily routine of most of the department. Indeed, only the Reporting 
section has any dealings with it. 
Fixed fee provisions were devised to limit the amount of profit 
that could be earned on cost type contracts. In these documents, an es-
timated cost of the contract is declared. This is an amount considered 
by all parties to be the probable total expenditure for the scope of 
work. On the basis of this figure and a negotiated fee percentage, the 
actual fixed fee is calculated. This amount, only changed by amendment, 
is the contractor's profit. 
Fixed fee contracts provide incentives to the contractor to 
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produce efficiently. If the contractor overexpends (with no compensat-
ing amendment) the amount of overrun will be recovered, but no additional 
fee will be paid. Conversely, by limiting costs, the fee amount does 
not change and the profit margin1 therefore, is increased regardless of 
the original negotiated rate. 
Fixed fee is considered for three operations in the Pershing 
project. It is (l) reported, (2) booked1 and (3) invoiced. 
l. Reporting. Fee is only reported on the :Martin OP 48 and 
OP 103. It is never considered for internal reports. The OP 48 has 
designated spaces for fee inclusion. It is1 therefore, calcultated sepa-
•ately on total expenditures and open commitment balances. The fee re-
ported is a straight computationj the percentage derived from the con-
tract is applied to the applicable amounts. 
2. Booking. Fee earned and invoiced is recorded on Journal 
Entry No. 9 (in two parts) by the CP.FF Billing section. The purpose of 
Part A is to record as income that fee which was earned in the current 
month based on the percentage of completion method. To compute this 
amount, total Pershing sales is reduced by the reserve to arrive at net 
sales. A percentage of completion is calculated by comparing this amount 
with the total estimated cost per the contract. The factor derived is 
then multiplied by the fixed fee as stated in the same document, and the 
result goes to the sales account. The offsetting debits are allocated 
against "fee earned - not billed" and "fee billed - not earned" accounts. 
Part B merely sets up the previous month's fee invoice in the 
Pershing Receivable account. Again the credit offset is distributed be-
tween the two fee earned and billed accounts. 
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3. Invoicing. Fee is invoiced by the Pershing Reporting sec~ 
tion again on the basis of the percentage of completion. The calcula-
tion required by the contract is identical to that performed for Part A 
of Journal Entry No. 9. The only difference is that the reserve is not 
considered; fee is billed on the basis of total expenditures. The amount 
billed is recorded in the 50-3 account in the following month in Part B 
of the aforementioned entry. 
Note that in any given month the amounts calculated as fee by 
the three operations will not agree. The amount reported is a straight 
computation based on the contractual figures. The amount billed differs 
(if only slightly) from this first figure because of the different 
method used and the fact that the reports reflect adjustments (such as 
produced by the 64 entry average to actual computation) in the following 
month, and not the month actually billed. The fee booked as earned is 
altered by the reserve which is not considered in the other two opera-
tions. 
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SUMMARY .AND EVALUATION 
It is now time to regress in order to summarize and evaluate 
the varied contributions of the Pershing Cost Analysis department. In 
addition, it is proper that we appraise (l) the cost system within which 
the department functions and (2) the organization, methods, and proce-
dures employed in performance of its duties. 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF PERSH!m ACCOUNTING 
Among the contributions, the following stand out: 
1. Fulfill contractual obligations. 
2. Provide management with detailed financial data. 
3. Perform divisional accounting functions. 
4. Provide specialization to an important area. 
5. Serve as an experimental department to guide 
future operations. 
1. As viewed originally, the department's primary responsibil-
ity was to prepare the three financial reports under the terms of the 
contract. This obligation has never been neglected. In addition, Per-
shing Accounting assists in adhering to the contract in less obvious 
ways. It continuously examines actual expenditures to ascertain their 
proxtmity to contractual limits. The methods and procedures adopted by 
the department are allied with contractual and Government regulations. 
Expenditures and charges are analyzed in keeping with allowable cost 
principles and in general, the department strives to uphold all of the 
financial obligations assumed by Eclipse-Pioneer. 
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2. Eclipse-Pioneer and Pershing management demand weekly and 
monthly actuals:;to satisfy their concern over the progress of the opera-
tions. Furthermore, they rely on the department's personnel for special 
analysis and reports on topics of current and pressing significance. 
3. The Pershing Cost Analysis department contributes to the 
division's accounting processes by assumingmany functions usually re-
served for the normal accounting departments. It aids General Accounting 
by booking sales on factory effort and by preparing other entries to 
transfer, expense, and adjust items of cost. It keeps a wary eye on its 
accounts in the general and expense ledgers and reconciles them every 
month. The CPFF Billing section transferred the important function of 
preparing factory effort and Fixed Fee invoices to Pershing Reporting. 
The Pershing Cost section assumed responsibility for controlling and 
pricing the inventory. The Pershing ?orecast is submitted separately 
and is not combined with normal divisional estimates. I think it is 
fair to say that Pershing Accounting's contributions to the normal ac-
counting processes are substantial and significant. 
4. In summarizing the departmeut~s functions above, a partial 
discussion has already been given on the topic of specialization. There 
is no doubt that Pershing is an important part of the division; this 
statement is true not only for the present, but it also applies to the 
future. Considering all trends, it is my belief that the division is in 
an enviable position with its experience and success on the project. The 
extension of Round Buy No. 1 and the additions of Round Buy Nos. 2 and 3 
seem to point to this conclusion. The division is prepared in addition 
to negotiate for fixed price activity in this area. With continued 
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success, this type of contract conceivably would push the profit margin 
beyond the percentage set on CPFF remuneration. 
Specialization had a lot to do with this success. In this in-
stance, I am not talking about specialization in regard to Pershing Ac-
counting only; I am referring, however, to the singularity of inte~est 
ifhicr pervaded all operations from the Sales office to Purchasing, Plan-
ning, Engineering, etc. This may be an important rePson for the ~reject's 
achievements. There is little doubt that in today's world specialization 
means efficiency and results. 
Siu.ilarly t'he contributions of Pershing Accounting mer.tioneo. 
3bove are due in a large measure to the fact that its entire effort is 
directed to the project. Its personnel are familiar with aspects of CPFF 
accounting because they deal with them every day. Indeed the specializa-
tion in Pershing Accounting has been refined, as we have seen, to a 
greater degree. Not only do its personnel devote their time exclusively 
to the project, but they devote it to certain defined areas within the 
whole. It is important for the reader to comprehend this point because 
it is the primary reason behind Pershing's contributions. 
Thus, Pershing personnel are qualified to intelligently inform 
management of the operations of their project; they are able to Rid nor-
mal accounting departments in their dealings with the project (and even 
assume some of their functions); and they can be expected to keep a vigil 
on the contractual obligations assumed. 
5. It has been mentioned previously that the Pershing Cost 
Analysis department was the first of its kind set up in the E£lipse-
Pioneer division. Likewise the entire project was an original organiza -
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tion. As such, its activities are closely scrutinized. In the event of 
future propositions, the results and experience of the project as a whole 
and each department as an individual could pro~rly be expected to form 
the basis for a similar organization. In addition, because of its situa-
tion, Pershing Accounting has become sort of a test laboratory. New pro-
cedures and methods for which management has high hopes are tried on a 
trial basis. The Pershing Accounting code was one such product. Pershing 
management realized the inadequacy and inaccuracy of the manual account-
ing process in the face of increased volume, additional responsibilities, 
and overworked personnel. Divisional management was approached and con-
sented to set up the Pershing Tabulating organization. 
After much consultation between Tabulating and Pershing Account-
ing, the procedures were worked out, and the code established. 'Disregard-
ing initial difficulties which were expected but not specifically fore-
seen, the experiment has performed creditably. The division now hopes 
to set in motion similar tabulating operations; the only roadblocks at 
the present time are a lack of trained personnel and IBM equipment. 
The contributions then of Pershing Accounting are numerous and 
engulf a large area which includes both the project and the division. 
Setup essentially as a service organization, the department has proved 
its value and consistently looks for ways to be of greater value to more 
people. 
PERSHING ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
Pershing's contributions would be meaningless if the financial 
data derived was not from acceptable sources. The accounting system, in 
other worts, must be in accord with contractual and Government cost 
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principles. The contract itself has little to say about the system which 
Eclipse-Pioneer must use to generate financial information. It merely 
refers to ASP.R and states that the accounting process must be in accord 
with its principles. 
The Government allows a great deal of latitude in respect to 
cost accounting systems used on Defense contracts. ASPR 15.201.1 re-
fleets the Defense Department's general principle: 
The total cost of a contract is the sum of the allowable direct 
and indirect costs allocable to the contract, incurred or to 
be incurred, less any allocable credits. In ascertaining what 
constitutes costs, any generally accepted method of determin-
ing or estimating costs that is equitable under the circum-
stances may be used, inclu.ding standard costs properly adjusted 
for applicable variances.~ 
This general statement takes in a lot of ground. It includes 
actual cost, estimated cost, and standard cost systems either on a job 
order or process cost basis. Hybrid systems are also allowable if they 
are construed to be2"generally acceptable." 
Mr. Trueger in his authoritative guide details general require-
ments for cost systems under Defense contracts. He writes: 
It cannot be overemphasized that armed services auditors 
cannot dictate the type of cost system that you may employ 
under defense contracts ••• The method of charging and accu-
mulating costs is entirely the contractors prerogative so 
long as the following requirements are met: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
The cost system should be based on generally ac-
cepted and sound accounting practices. 
The cost system should be suitable for the con-
tractor's type of operations. 
The methods employed should be productive of ac-
curate costs of government contracts. (This does 
not mean actual costs to the exclusion of accept-
able standard cost systems, nor does it imply job 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
order costs to the restriction of process, parts, 
and assembly costs, etc.) 
It is desirable that the cost system be controlled 
by the general books of account. However a statis-
tical type cost system giving actual costs which is 
tied into primary records, but not controlled by the 
general ledger, will also generally be acceptable. 
The contract costs should readily lend themselves to 
selective auditing procedures. 
The cost system should be devised to furnish the 
data required in connection with price redetermina-
tion. This includes, when redetermination is at a 
target point before completion, the costs of the 
completed portion of the contract as well as the 
current cost trends required for rrojectio~s ~L ~e­
spect of forward pricing.5 
A brief comparison of these six basic principles in light of 
the actual practice on the projects is in order. 
l. This broad requirement sets the tone of the remaining five 
principles. The cost system used at Eclipse-Pioneer has been found by 
the independent public accounting bourse of Haskings and Sells to:be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. 
2. The cost system used for the Pershing project is substan-
tially the same as practiced by the rest of the division. As such, it 
is suitable for the contractor1 s type of operations. The Pershing sys-
tem is different only in that its records are supported with more detail 
and actual inventory cost is recorded rather than standard. 
3. Detail accounts in the job order system employed by the 
project reveal actual costs for the various contracts. In addition, use 
of these accounts has facilitated the segretation of the charges by con-
tract in keeping with contractual terms. 
4. One of the division's first acts taken to insure compliance 
with Government regulations was the establishment of special Pershing 
accounts in the general and expense ledgers. Receivable, Cost of Sales, 
Sales, and Special Services accounts segregate Pershing activity from the 
rest of the division while still including the charges in the general 
books of account. All charges invoiced to The Martin Company are sup-
ported by the division's books. 
5. Extreme care has been exercised to make all supporting work 
sheets for booking and invoicing purposes easily auditable. A recent 
exaerience will point up this statement. Until the fall of 1960, Factory 
effort support was a conglomeration of schedules used for the triple 
purpose of booking, billing, and reporting. As such, it became difficult 
to back up the first two functions without time-consuming and ineffici-
ent piecing together of all components of the effort. Procedures, how-
ever, were reviewed, and it was deemed both desirable and necessary to 
revise them. Accordingly, the reporting functions were segregated, and 
the work sheets as illustrated in Chapter 4 were devised for booking and 
billing purposes. The engineering procedures as illustrated in Journal 
Entry No. 5-20 have not been changed in any major way since the origin 
of the project, and I believe are easily auditable. Further support for 
all items on the several invoices are in the form of tab runs, expense 
reports, and journal entries available to the Army audit agency. 
6. The contracts are, of course, subject to final price re-
determination on the basis of actual burden and G & A expenses. The 
CPFF Billing section, as previously discussed, keeps proper records for 
redetermination on a fiscal year and completed contract basis. 
On the basis of the above considerations, it is the author's 
opinion that the Pershing cost system does conform to generally accepted 
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accounting principles and1 therefore, does meet the designated contract 
and Government requirements. 
Without going into detail again on the control features of ac-
counting for material and labor as described in Chapter 21 it should be 
sufficient to state that these elements of cost directly chargeable to 
the contract are handled in a manner consistent with generally accepted 
accounting principles. As for the overhead and G & A recovered, it is 
impossible for the author to give an opinion in this thesis. I am for-
bidden to consider the elements which constitute the basis for the rates 
used. 
EVALUATION OF PERSHING ACCOUNTIOO 
Pershing Accounting has made giant strides since its origina-
tion in the spring of 1958. The department has grown with its responsi-
bilities and assumed its rightful place as a vital element in both the 
division and the project. There are, however, certain revisions and ad-
ditions which, if undertaken, would enhance the department's efficiency 
and performance. I makecthe suggestions with full respect for my superi-
ors who have had the benefit of much longer and varied experience than 
I have had in over a year on the project. Nevertheless, in investigat-
ing the operations and duties of the department, the prospects of some 
improvements came to mind. 
The Pershing Cost Analysis department is well organized. Re-
sponsibilities have been equally divided between the several sections, and 
the personnel are adequately trained in their selective areas. ;lhile 
this organizational specialization is necessary for operaticnal p~rposas 
there is a definite l8ck of coammnicatior.s between the ~ections. Members 
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of the Cost section for exa1nple are ignorant of the workings of the Re-
porting and other sectionsj this statement applies throughout tte depart-
ment. Efficient comprehensive performance, however, demRnds that the 
personnel have at least a smattering of knowledge of the functions, pro-
cedures, and problems of the other sections. I 1 myself1 have found how 
little I actually knew about the workings of the different groups. I 
had1 as leader of Reporting, viewed myself as fairly well informed about 
the overall picture in Pershing Accounting. In the course of investiga-
tion for this thesis 1 however1 I have found that the knowledge I had was 
entirely superficial. With the intensive examination that the thesis 
has demanded1 I believe I have become a more efficient worker. I noiv am 
able to answer questions from Hr. Conron1 Mr. Booth, and Mr. Tromans 
that would have puzzled me in the past. As such 1 my performance and con-
sequently that of my section has been enhanced. 
No section in the department can exist independently and per-
form any appreciable service. Each is interrelated and dependent upon 
the other. I believe, theref6~ 1 it is imperative that the several sec-
tions be better informed of the functions, methods 1 and problems of the 
others. 
I must point out that this conclusion is not original with t~e 
author. The department's management, Messrs. Auerbach and Schneider, 
also have expressed concern over the lack of understanding that exists 
within the department. Their attempted remedy, however, floundered and 
has never been reborn. 
Last fall the leaders of the four Pershing sections met with 
the supervisor in a series of three weekly meetings. The stated purposes 
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were to facilitate the dissemination of information within the depart-
ment and to discuss the general problems and objectives of the depart-
ment. The meetings were discontinued because of the difficulty of lo-
cating an available conference room at a convenient time. 
These meetings were beneficial to me as an individual and gave 
a broader understanding of the entire operation of Pershing Accounting. 
The other section leaders have also expressed the same feeling in private 
converations. I should like to suggest, therefore, that these meetings 
be reconvened. A representative of Pershing Tabulating should also be 
invited. Accountants have a tendency to think of tabulating as a depart-
ment which can do anything by merely throwing a bunch of cards into a 
machine. This, of course, is not true; Tabulating personnel face the 
same problems that confront accountants. As Tabulating becomes increas-
ingly important in the departmentts activity, it is proper that it be 
considered in any discussion dealing with Pershing Accounting. If no 
conference room is available, the meetins should be held in the office 
area although this alternative is not as attractive as the original plan 
because of the obvious distractions that would naturally occur. 
These proposed meetings would be held for the same purposes as 
were the originals. The possibility of Round Buy No. 4 on a fixed price 
basis, however, enlarges the scope which could be covered. The depart-
ment is totally uninformed of the features of this':j.j;y'pe of contract. Fa-
miliarization with the basic accounting princip~es involved is only one 
possible contribution. With the advent of the new contract, organiza-
tional changes will bave to be made. Functions such as Reporting,:·ps~a­
mount under CPFF conditions, decrease with fixed price contracts. In 
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other words, there is going to be a need for revised procedures and or-
ganization when the department is confr~nted with these two distinct 
types of agreements at the same time. I can think of no better way to 
smooth the transition period and eltm!nate prospective bottlenecks than 
the proposed conference method. 
In addition to fixed price considerations, participants again 
would be encouraged to bring up any and all problems and gripes. Common 
problems would be discussed from all viewpoints and at least acknowl-
edged, if not solved. Perhaps the collective knowledge and experience 
of the conferees could promote more efficient performance. One thing is 
clear: Cooperation and coordination are vital elements in any success-
ful organization. I believe this suggestion, if enacted, would prove 
beneficial not only to the participating personnel, but would also be 
reflected in increased departmental contributions. 
Along organizational lines, I should like to make the follow-
ing suggestion. My belief is that a subsection should te formed to have 
full control over forecasting, weekly projection and comparison func-
tions. Barring any future personnel additions to the department, I be-
lieve it would be wise to designate one man from the Reporting section to 
handle this responsibility. The duties, although vital, do not take much 
time, and thus a separate section would not be needed. The time spent on 
forecasting and its related offshoots would be approximately a day and 
one-half to prepare the actual forecast, one-half day a week for the 
projection, and possibly a day at the end of the closing for comparison 
purposes. 
Under my proposed plan, the employee would be temporarily 
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relieved of Reporting assignments at the necessary times. I believe the 
experience received in the Reporting section would best prepare such a 
man for the ~esponsibilities designated. He would necessarily have to 
be familiar with the several areas of costs and the workings of the gen-
eral ledger sales account for comparison purposes. 
In Pershing Accounting, forecasting is being developed as a 
primary responsibility. As was noted previous~, in the past the job has 
been done ~echanically with little regard for its effects. The weekly 
detail projection has only recently been established as a major contri-
bution. During this growth period, no special responsibility has been 
personally pinpointed, and the job has been undertaken by any member of 
the Reporting section free at the time of need. This, however, has led 
to problems. Different individuals project in different ways and give 
more or less weight to uncertain factors. While it is not really known 
which allocation is correct, if any, the major point is that the task is 
not handled consistentt.y. One person projecting one week may come up 
with a large overrun while another individual may have reported proximity 
to actuals on the basis of the same information. Consistency, always im-
portant in accounting, is vital in reference to estimates. With the 
designation of one man, the analysis, sent to the various department 
heads, would at least be consistent, and, at worst, reveal only trends. 
The United States Government is established on the basis of a 
system of checks and balances. Accounting responsibilities are also 
designated in this manner. The factory effort monthly closing, as illus-
tratea in this thesis, is a good example of the system. General Account-
ing and Pershing Reporting independently accumulate charges in this area. 
The amounts assembled are reconciled to each other to ascertain their 
completeness and correctness. Any variances are investigated and cor-
rected. 
Although in many cases the system of checks and balances re-
quires duplication of effort (as above), situations do exist in which 
complementary functions accomplish the same purpose. For instance, 
Tooling and Test Equipment charges are booked in General Accounting on 
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different sources and subsequently ties in to the booking. In other 
words, two different functions based on the same information are done 
independently and then reconciled. 
Separation of functions in one cost area is an excellent way 
to improve internal control. When one department performs two di~er­
ent operations from a given set of figures, the chances are that if a 
mistake is made in the first, it ~tTill be carried over to the second. 
Tbe chances are less, however, that two departments using tr_e sau.e data 
on different operatians will independen\;ly make the s~we ~rror. I~o con-
siJ.eration is given here tc collusior.. I am ta.ltking about honest errors 
that all accountaPts make at o~e time or another. 
Ui th this 1~ mind, I respectfully z••se;est th::tt t'tere be a tr~.us­
fer of f•mctions between the CPFF :Billing secticr;. and Pe,..sl:line: Reporting. 
Under the terms of the proposal, Pershing Reporting would relinquish its 
responsibility to invoice factory effort charges; the CPFF Billine sec-
tion would assume this duty. Simultaneously, the responsibility for 
booking ePeineering sales on Journal Entry No. 20 would be taken over by 
Pershing Reporting. 
At the statt of this discussion, let me n.ake it very clear that 
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there is no reason for this proposal except to increase control over the 
items invoiced. Mr. Brolsma's section is very efficient. Their work 
papers for the 20 entry are examples of clarity and precision. All pos-
sible controls are exercised to insure correct booking and billing. 
Regardless of the fine records compiled by both sectior:, I do 
believe the proposed transfer would reduce the possibility of error to 
the minimum. This, after all, is the goal of every conscientious ac-
counting system. 
I can see no real objections to this transfer except for the 
extra work which it would entail. There is no question that this factor 
would be quickly brought up if this proposal were actually submitted. 
After all, opponents would say, "Aren 1 s the factory effort and engineer-
ing invoices prepared from the work sheets used in the booking?" I would 
have to admit that this is ture and also concede that the work sheets 
were expressly designed in both cases for this dual purpose. 
My point, however, is brought out by this interchange. The 
fact that they are prepared from the same sheets will all the inherent 
possibilities of error carry-over is paramount. It would be quite easy 
for a Pershing employee to post factory labor against an incorrect labor 
center. The burden extension, therefore, would be incorrect for the pur-
poses of the 187 entry. Under procedures currently in practice, this 
same sheet is utilized for the invoicing operation and the chances are 
excellent that the same error would occur with no one knowing about it 
unless a detailed audit was performed. If, however, the CPFF Billing 
section were to compute the burden independently and then trY to tie in 
to the Pershing entry, the error would be revealed instantly. The same 
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reasoning is true in regard to the engineering category also. Variances 
would be spotted and corredted. The added internal control, I believe, 
justifies the proposed transfer. 
The organization, methods, and procedures employed by the Per-
shing Cost Analysis department and its sister accounting sections are 
essentially sound and efficient; in addition they are for the most part 
consistent with Government regulations. The proposals cited in this 
chapter, along with the one considered earlier in regard to premium over-
time, are, I believe, theoretically supportable and, more important, 
practical. It is my opinion that if adopted, they would make for more 
efficient and accurate performances. 
Finall~, I should like to express my conclusions in regard to 
the Pershing Cost Analysis department which were generated by the inves-
tigation necessary for this thesis. 
Although the department with all of its varied responsibilities 
and duties does an excellent job, it is by no means perfect. In all 
probability, it will never achieve this goal although I am sure it will 
try. Mr. Conron, with the most tabulating oriented section in the de-
partment, needs help in auditing open commitment balances; many are long 
standing. Messrs. Booth and Tromans would like to put cost per hundred 
computation into Tabulating. They have a proposal prepared and approved 
which could conceivably reduce the manual effort required by forty hours 
a month. The Reporting section points to the day when Tabulating will 
produce a run of factory effort charges comparable to the monthly engi-
neering projects tab. 
All these desires are strictly dreams at the moment. All are 
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possible and probably should have been included in my suggestions dis-
cussed above. But all have one thing in common; they are not practical 
in the near future and1 as such, have been neglected in the discussion. 
Mr. Conron will not get his assistant because other sections need help 
more desperately. The Cost section could supply that extra man if it 
were possible for Pershing Tabulating to assume the cost per hundred 
computation. Unfortunately, they have all they can do at the present 
time to supp~y the present runs with the limited personnel and machines 
they have at their disposal. Pershing Reporting will still have to do a 
lot of legwork to accumulate its factory effort charges because neither 
the division nor Pershing Tabulating can produce the desired run at the 
present time ••• and so the story goes. 
One point seems to stand out in any evaluation of the depart-
ment. Until recently the objective, necessarily, was to just produce 
the desired figures. It bas been a difficult job in many cases to break 
out the detail because of the volume involved. Thus, this has been the 
role of Pershing Accounting. 
But to be a really effective service organization, this ob-
jective is not enough. There is meaning behind all of the figures pro-
duced. The interpretation of them, as they apply to the specific situa-
tions, is a vital function. As more efficient procedures are devised, 
this should be the goal of the d~partment. Pershing Accountins is just 
starting to come into its own; it is baginni~G to live up to its name as 
a cost analysis department. An evaluation in the future will be decided 
llpon one point: Has the department used historical data as a means for 
analysis or as an end in itself? Those associated with the project 
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believe it will be tbe former. 
The department can point with pride to its many contributions. 
In its short life it has not only performed the fUnctions for which it 
was established, but it has made rapid gains in related fields. The 
introduction of special tabulating services constitutes the most dra~atic 
of these, but it does not stand alone; the possible achievements of the 
Special Assignments section threatens to crowd it for attention. All 
things considered, the department is truly a diversified, complete ac-
counting organization, unique in its organization, functions, and poten-
tial. 
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APPENDIX 
FICTITIOUS RATES USED IN ILIDSTRATIONS 
Labor Center Billing 
Engineering Departments 
Engineering 
Drafting 
Laboratory 
Experimental Shop 
150 
175 
100 
140 
Manufacturing-Productive Departments 
Assembly Instrument 
Machining Instrument 
Pershing Machining 
Pershing Assembly 
Pershing Finishing Machining 
Processing Instruments 
Machining Motors 
Manufacturing-Indirect Departments 
Test Equipment-Design 
General Metallurgy and Chemistry 
Material Burden 
General and Administrative Expense 
275 
230 
130 
170 
150 
280 
325 
115 
-0-
8 
5 
Standard 
130 
165 
90 
130 
270 
225 
120 
185 
125 
250 
320 
100 
-0-
11 
5 
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